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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Turbine Design Problem Considered 
The aerothermodynamic design of cooled or uncooled axial flow 
turbines, and in general of any modern axial flow turbomachine, 
involves fairly well-established step-by-step procedures which have 
been described (with some variations) by many authors in the litera­
ture. Upon selected review of the design methods of Talbert and 
Smith (1948), Duncombe (1964), Horlock (1973), Whitney and Stewart 
(1973), Stewart and Classman (1973), Wright (1974), Webster (1976), 
and Dring and Heiser (1978), the four major steps noted and discussed 
below may be regarded as a satisfactory procedure leading to successful 
axial flow turbine designs. The iterative character of the design 
procedure should be emphasized since the order of execution might be 
interrupted at any intermediate step and the procedure restarted after 
readjustment of one or more of the specified design parameters. 
Step 1 involves the determination of the overall turbine performance 
requirements and the preliminary design of the flow path and meanline 
velocity triangles. Parameters such as inlet and exit pressures and 
temperatures (and therefore overall efficiency), mass flow, maximum 
diameter and allowable speed range must be established in this step. 
Also, the number of stages and stage work splits are decided on consis­
tent with required stage efficiencies. Past design experience and 
related information from the open literature are important in making 
these decisions. Webster (1976), for example, performs a parametric 
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meanline analysis in which the influence of exit annulus area and 
stage work splits on turbine efficiency is determined. Design experi­
ence and incorporation of other design information reflects directly 
in the accuracy of the empirical loss system needed in connection with 
the meanline analysis to -estimate the magnitude of the various stage 
losses (profile, endwall, parasitic, and cooling). 
The objective of the preliminary meanline analysis is to point 
out the best performance configuration (flow path and velocity 
triangles) that will satisfy overall design requirements. The main 
difficulties with this procedure are in the proper estimation of the 
different stage losses based upon the little geometric data available 
at this step. The profile loss, for instance, must be estimated without 
having detailed airfoil profile information, knowing only the velocity 
triangles, chord, solidity, and trailing edge radius. As stated by 
Bring and Heiser (1978), the loss system is the most crucial feature of 
a meanline analysis. Balje (1968) has presented an excellent review 
of current axial cascade technology and its application to flow 
path design. 
Step 2 of the procedure is the determination of spanwise distri­
butions of work extraction and losses per stage. Use has been made in 
the past of constant work distribution along the blade from hub to tip, 
mainly for the sake of mathematical simplicity; however, with the 
availability of sophisticated "through-flow" analysis computer codes, 
and with the need for increased stage loadings, the constant work 
3 
assumption is being dropped in favor of the controlled vortex flow 
principle of Dorman et al. (1968). The controlled vortex principle 
enhances the design by application of nonconstant spanwise work 
distributions which increase reaction at the blade hub while decreasing 
it at the tip. The loss levels estimated at this point are distributed 
along the blade span to account for endwall, tip leakage, and parasitic 
losses. Design experience ana empirical correlations are used in this 
task. Dunham and Came (1970), for instance, have correlated endwall 
losses against gas angles, cascade geometric parameters, displacement 
thickness of inlet boundary layer and profile loss coefficient. Many 
authors have reported empirical correlations of tip leakage losses; 
the two most widely used are due to Schlichting and Das (1966) and 
Dunham and Came (1970). Balje and Binsley (1968) have reviewed avail­
able correlations for all the different losses present in a turbine 
blade row. 
Step 3 consists of solving the radial component of the equations 
of motion to determine the spanwise variation of velocity diagrams at 
the blade inlet and outlet for each stage. The assumption of axially 
symmetric flow is invariably made for this "through-flow" analysis in 
the meridional plane. The simplicity of the solution depends on the 
spanwise distribution of work and losses assumed in Step 2. With 
constant work and loss distributions simple theoretical solutions 
(free vortex design) are obtained as compared to complicated numerical 
solutions when the controlled vortex principle is used. Two main 
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"through-flow" analysis methods are presently used in connection with 
the controlled vortex principle; the matrix inversion technique (see, 
for instance. Marsh (1968)), and the streamline curvature technique 
(see, for instance, Frost (1970)). 
Step 4, the final step, is the selection or design of the two-
dimensional airfoil sections that will produce at each radial location 
the flow angles and velocities required by the velocity triangles 
previously determined. 
The research work reported on here has been devoted in its entirety 
to Step 4, with the specific objective of developing a rapid (and 
robust) numerical procedure for the design of two-dimensional turbine 
cascades. In this proceaure, the profile of the airfoils in cascade 
can be arbitrarily designed from velocity triangle information and the 
subsequent aerodynamic and profile boundary layer performance determined. 
What has evolved is an automated and interactive "direct" design system 
by which cascades approaching optimum performance under high subsonic 
to transonic flow conditions and transitional boundary layer behavior 
can be designed. 
1.2. Practical Importance of a Turbine Cascade Design System 
The relevance of a reliable and accurate design system for high 
performance two-dimensional airfoil cascades should be obvious from 
the discussion of the previous section. Two-dimensional cascade flow 
is obviously simpler than the flow in an axial flow turbine blade row 
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in which important spanwise (three-dimensional) flow gradients are 
present due to annulus boundary layers, tip clearance flows, and 
secondary flows. However, spanwise comparisons with blade-to-blade 
analysis show that, under restrictions to cascades with large or 
moderately large blade aspect ratios, experimental cascade performance 
is essentially two-dimensional. Under such conditions, the penetration 
of three-dimensional flow effects from the endwalls into the main flow 
is small; consequently, airfoils in cascades may be successfully 
designed over a range of inlet flow angles using two-dimensional 
cascade flow calculations in conjunction with conventional boundary 
layer analysis. 
Plane cascade flow analysis yields a complete definition of the 
flow field between airfoils; however, the following information is of 
primary importance to the designer; 
(i) pressure distribution over the airfoil, and 
(ii) flow outlet direction from the cascade. 
Pressure distributions as produced by the design and -s^ich result in 
separation—free performance of the cascade are essential. Also, deter­
mination of pressure distributions is required in the design of airfoil 
cooling systems in cooled turbine applications. Accurate determination 
of the flow cutlet direction is required for the proper design of the 
next row of vanes or blades in the machine. 
In conclusion, well designed airfoil contours are demanded in the 
design of high performance turbines. As can be shown, for example, in 
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cycle analysis of a gas turbine engine performing at typical conditions 
of aircraft applications, a 1% increase in turbine efficiency through 
improved aerodynamic design increases cycle thermal efficiency by 
approximately 2.5%; equivalently, a 1.7% increase in compressor effi­
ciency is required for the same improvement in cycle thermal efficiency. 
This emphasizes the importance of high turbine efficiency in overall 
engine performance. 
1.3. Objective and Scope of Present Work 
The objective of the present investigation has been the development 
and testing of a programmed numerical procedure which would be useful 
in the context of a "direct" design system for axial flow turbine 
cascades. The design system would enable the user to design turbine 
cascades satisfying design specifications of velocity triangle and 
loading requirements while incorporating transitional boundary layers 
on the airfoils. A flow diagram of the complete "direct" design system 
is shown in Fig. 1.1 in which the sequence of the main calculations and 
the techniques employed with each of them are pointed out. The inter­
action stations are noted where the user can branch back to the beginning 
of the procedure if the design is found to be unsatisfactory. 
During the development cf the procedure» the requirements of a good 
design system have been kept in mind; i.e., that the system be economical 
and relatively easy to use, and that analysis techniques used be accurate 
and widely applicable. As a result, complicated methods involving 
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Figure 1.1. Turbine cascade design system flow diagram 
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excessive computing times, such as boundary layer analyses involving 
inviscid-viscous matching techniques, as developed by Hansen (1978), 
have been precluded. 
The scope of the work which has been carried out can be divided 
into the following four categories: 
(i) Development of airfoil geometry design procedure The 
geometry design procedure has been developed to accomplish the design 
of the airfoils in cascade in an interactive fashion. Rapid graphing 
capabilities are essential to the method. 
The procedure, presented in Chapter 2, is applicable to axial 
turbine inlet guide vanes, stators, and rotors. It can be easily 
extended to the design of exit guide vanes as well. 
(ii) Development of blade-to-blade calculation procedure The 
two-dimensional global blade-to-blade numerical procedure has been 
developed from streamline curvature concepts. The primary emphasis has 
been to account for compressibility effects up to slightly (shock free) 
transonic pockets in the flow, and for change in stream sheet thickness 
from cascade inlet to outlet. The cascade exit inviscid flow angle is 
predicted from periodicity conditions or from given empirical 
correlations. 
A detailed reanalysis of the leading edge flow region uses finite 
area techniques and a body fitted mesh. Stream sheet thickness change 
is also accounted for in the reanalysis. 
The details of the blade-to-blade global and reanalysis methods 
are presented in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. 
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(iii) Development of profile boundary layer calculation Chapter 
5 describes the two-dimensional, transitional, dissipation-integral 
boundary layer calculation method. The procedure has been developed to 
account for the important effects of compressibility, longitudinal wall 
curvature and free stream turbulence. Turbulent separation has also been 
considered and a wake mixing calculation included to determine cascade 
profile losses. 
(iv) Validation of the prediction procedure In order to test 
the capabilities of the inviscid-viscous prediction procedure, two 
turbine cascades have been computed as test cases. The numerical results 
for these test cases, including incompressible as well as compressible 
conditions, are compared with experimental data in Chapter 6. 
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2. TURBINE CASCADE DESIGN 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents a detailed discussion of the selection and 
design methods for two-dimensional cascades of airfoils for axial flow 
turbine applications. 
First, selection methods for turbine cascades and associated 
turbomachine cascade design approaches used in the past are reviewed. 
Following this, the description of two interactive computer programs 
(GDPLS and GDPNLS) developed during the course of this investigation 
for the design of turbine airfoils in cascade is given. The manner in 
which the geometric parameters required by the design programs are 
related to aerodynamic and structural constraints is also treated. 
Finally, four cascade design examples are presented, and guidelines 
are drawn for using the programs in general design applications. 
2.2. Selection Methods for Two-Dimensional Turbine Cascades 
The selection of a two-dimensional turbine cascade of airfoils 
consists of choosing a particular cascade from previously tested 
families of cascades to satisfy required velocity diagrams. The selec­
tion methods preclude any profile optimization procedure since the 
airfoil profile cannot be altered from the original tested configuration. 
The published methods of Ainley and Mathiescn (1955) and Dunavant and 
Erwin (1956) for the selection of turbine cascades are reviewed below: 
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a) Ainley and Mathieson (1955) correlated the profile losses of a 
variety of turbine airfoils in cascades tested at Mach numbers up to 
incidence angles. The tested cascades comprised RAF 27 and C.7 airfoil 
sections with thicknesses of 10 and 20 per cent of chord, on circular-
arc (C.5Û) and parabolic^arc (P.40) camber-lines. "Conventional" 
sections having thicknesses of 10 and 20 per cent were also tested. The 
term "conventional" refers to profiles composed of a number of circular 
arcs and straight lines approximating a T.6 section (see Ainley (1948)) 
on a parabolic camber-line, the point of maximum camber being at 40 to 
43 per cent of chord from the leading edge. 
Figure 2.1 shows Ainley's profile loss coefficient, Y^, for nozzle 
and impulse cascades. As can be observed, the dependence of losses on 
pitch to chord ratio (T/C) for given exit gas angle is stronger for 
impulse cascades than for nozzle cascades. Nevertheless, a minimum loss 
can be observed to occur at an optimum value of x/c in both types of 
cascades. As T/c decreases, the frictional surface area per unit flow 
increases. On the other hand, as T/C increases, the loss per unit 
surface area increases due to increased surface diffusion on the suction 
side of the airfoil. These two effects combine to give a point of 
For cascades intermediate to the nozzle and impulse cases, the 
correlation of pressure loss coefficient is 
0.6, Reynolds numbers in the neighborhood of 2 x 10^, and at small 
lit I I I t ttit till 
Y = Y 
^(i=0) 
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(a) nozzle cascades = 0 
(b) impulse cascades 
(From Ainley and Mathieson (1955)) 
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where all the Y 's are taken, at constant t/C and exit gas angle (A„). 
P ^ 
If the gas angles are given by the velocity triangles and a value of 
thickness/chord (t/c) is assumed, Eqn. 2.1 may be used in conjunction 
with Fig, 2.1 to construct a curve of against T/c. From this, the 
T/C value for minimum losses can be determined. For off-design 
purposes Ainley and Mathieson also give a procedure to estimate the 
stalling incidence and the profile loss coefficients over a wide range 
of incidence. Attention is called to the fact that the correlations 
were developed from data with low inlet turbulence, whereas the real 
machine may see turbulence levels of 5 to 20 per cent. The correlations 
probably indicate losses which are too low for small turning (extensive 
laminar flow) and too high for large turning (prematura laminar 
separation). 
b) Dunavant and Erwin (1956) undertook a systematic testing of 
two-dimensional turbine cascades which were designed by applying the NACA 
airfoil design methods. Four of the primary (reaction) arifoils (design 
cambers 65, SO, 95, and 110 deg.) and one of the secondary (impulse) 
airfoils (camber 120 deg.) were tested in cascade at low speeds with T/c 
values of 0.667 and 0.556. Some of the testing was done at high 
speed also. 
The induced flow angle (AG. ,), which is defined as the change in 
ma 
flow direction of the stagnation streamline from far upstream to the 
leading edge, and the deviation angle (6) were determined for optimum 
design condition (minimum losses) as functions of inlet gas angle (a^) 
14 
and camber angle (O^) for fixed values of T/C. The results for 
and 6 are shown in Fig. 2.2 lor a T/C of 0.667. 
In the selection process, the cascade is found by determining the 
design camber angle 0^  for given values of gas deflection (a^  - O.^ ), 
, and T/C. The process is an itu:.itive one in which the camber angle 
is first guessed and a better estinate obtained from 
0^ = A0^^^ + 6 + (a^ - ag). (2.2) 
To obtain design airfoil cambers for T/C values different from those 
tested, an interpolation between 0^, and T/C can be m.ide. 
The comments made regarding inlet turbulence level in the corre­
lations of Ainley and Mathitson also apply in this case. Furthermore, 
Fam and Whirlow (1975) (among others) have found that the high speed 
tests of Dunavant and Erwin were not strictly two-dimensional. 
2.3. Design Methods for Two-Dimensional Airfoils in Cascade 
There appears to be unanimous consensus among turbomachinery 
designers to classify two-dimensional cascade design methods as either 
"indirect" or "direct" methods. There is also a tendency among designers 
to think of cascade selection methods not as simply selection procedures, 
but as design approaches as veil. However, selection methods are not 
design methods in the full sense of the word since they do not involve 
airfoil profile shaping. 
The "indirect" design approach consists of selecting the kind of 
boundary layers to be produced on the airfoil surfaces and deriving from 
15 
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(From Dunavant and Erwin (1956)). 
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them the velocity distribution which will generate these boundary layers. 
The airfoil profile is then determined by solving the inverse inviscid 
potential flow problem. Cascades designed with the "indirect" method 
are usually called prescribed velocity distribution (PVD) cascades. 
Extensive work on this approach has been carried out at the von Karman 
Institute by Le Foil (1965), who developed an "indirect" method using a 
dissipation-integral boundary layer calculation procedure. This method 
is applicable to cascades for incompressible flow, Huo (1972) later 
extended Le Foil's method to compressible flow. Papailiou (1970) 
successfully applied Le Foil's method to the design of high turning 
axial flow compressor blades. More recently, Henderson (1978) has 
reported on an "indirect" design technique developed in the United 
States, and Boiko and Kozhevnikov (1978) have presented some of the 
Russian work on "indirect" design procedures as applied to turbine 
cascades. Schmidt (1980) reported an "indirect" method developed in 
Germany applicable to supercritical compressor and turbine cascades. 
The "direct" design approach, on the other hand, involves a 
sequence of calculations in which the airfoil profile in cascade is 
arbitrarily designed from velocity diagram requirements, followed by an 
inviscid flow calculation of the velocity distribution. A transitional 
boundary layer analysis is then carried out followed by a wake mixing 
analysis to estimate the profile losses. The initial profile design 
can be rapidly iterated on through adjustment of a number of profile 
geometry parameters and the flow analysis repeated until a profile design 
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is found yielding the lowest profile losses. The "direct" method is 
gaining in popularity with the appearance of fast computer codes to 
perform the different calculations required. Examples of "direct" 
design systems have been reported by Monello et al. (1979) and by 
Thomas and Piendel (1974). 
A rapid interactive design procedure to generate the geometry of 
turbine cascades from velocity triangles is described in the following 
paragraphs. The procedure represents the basis for the efficient 
implementation of an overall "direct" design system. 
2.4. The Two-Dimensional Turbine Cascade Geometry Design 
Two computer programs were developed during the course of this 
investigation to actually design the two-dimensional geometry for turbine 
cascades in an interactive fashion. The first of these programs, GDPLS, 
sets up and solves a linear system of equations for the cascade geometry; 
the second program, GDPNLS, obtains the solution by setting and solving 
a nonlinear system of equations. The design of the geometry is concluded 
with an analysis of the flow passage cross-sectional area through the 
cascade (see Appendix A). 
Continuity in curvature of the profile for the designed airfoil is 
highly important. This is, in general» difficult to attain. Engeli 
et al. (1978), however, describe a method for turbomachinery airfoil 
design in which continuity in curvature is satisfied everywhere by using 
Bernstein polynomials. The computer codes described herein use third 
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and fourth order polynomials to fit segments of the profile to a given 
set of geometric conditions describing the cascade. Continuity in 
curvature is achieved everywhere except at the tangency points on the 
leading and trailing edge circles. The defining functions for the 
upper and lower sides of the airfoil should be single valued between 
tangency points. 
2.4.1. Description of input for geometry design programs GDPLS, GDPNLS 
Thirteen geometric parameters are required as input by the profile 
design programs GDPLS and GDPNLS. These parameters are described below 
in connection with Fig. 2.3. 
An x-y coordinate system is used; the y axis passes through the 
cascade leading edge and the x axis through the center of the trailing 
edge circle. All distances in the input are normalized, for ease of 
graphing on axial chord. 
The input geometric parameters are: 
RLE Radius of leading edge circle 
RTE Radius of trailing edge circle 
Axial chord 
H/L Height-to-length ratio (a measure of stagger) 
$2* Metal angle at leading edge (measured from downward pointing 
vertical) 
Wedge angle between tangents drawn to the leading edge circle 
&2* Metal angle at trailing edge 
ASg* Wedge angle between tangents drawn to the trailing edge circle 
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Figure 2.3. Cascade geometric parameters. 
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(6) Upper surface defining point (optional) 
(7) Ix)wer surface defining point (optional) 
T Pitch 
6^ Gaging angle (sin A/T) 
r Uncovered turning; the difference between the profile angle at 
point (2) and the leaving metal angle (required by GDPLS 
only) 
2 2 (d y/dx )g Second derivative at point (6) (required by GDPNLS only) 
2.4.2. Airfoil profile solution 
As already stated, either program GDPLS or GDPNLS can be used for 
cascade airfoil design. 
Experience with program GDPLS (utilizing a fast linear solution) has 
shown that almost any turbine cascade can be easily and rapidly designed. 
Program GDPNLS (a slower nonlinear solution) may be resorted to whenever 
imposed geometric constraints are such that GDPLS yields unsatisfactory 
solutions. Also, fine profile adjustments can be achieved with GDPNLS. 
GDPLS uses Gaussian elimination to solve a 13 x 13 linear system of 
equations for the upper surface and an 8 x 8 linear system for the lower 
surface of the profile. The solution must be carried out in double 
precision to avoid numerical errors inherent to the Gaussian elimination 
procedure. The order of the polynomials used between indicated profile 
points are: 
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(1) to (6) 4th order 
(6) to (2) 3rd order 
(2) to (3) 3rd order 
upper surface 
(4) to (7) 3rd order 
(7) to (5) 3rd order 
lower surface 
The 13 needed conditions to set up the system of equations for the 
upper surface are: 
y^, Sji (slope) are known 
y^, Sg, and second derivative match at (6), y^ is known 
y^, s^, and second derivative match at (2), y^ and s^ are known 
y^, s^ are known. 
The eight conditions for the lower surface are: 
y,., s, (slope) are known 
y^, Sy, and second derivative match at (7), y^ is known 
y^, s^ are known. 
If the auxiliary point (6) is not used (entered in the input as zero), 
GBrLS sets up a 9 x 9 linear system of equations for the upper surface. 
The polynomials with this option are 
(1) to (2) 4th order 
(2) to (3) 3rd order 
upper surface 
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and the nine conditions are 
y^, sJ (slope) are known 
y^, s^, and second derivative match at (2), y^ and s^ are known 
y^, s^ are known. 
Similarly, if the defining point (7) on the lower surface is not used 
(entered in the input as zero), a 4 x 4 linear system of equations is 
solved for the lower surface. The order of the polynomial is 
(4) to (5) 3rd order | lower surface 
and the four conditions are 
y^, s^ are known 
y^, s^ are known. 
GDPNLS solves a 15 x 15 nonlinear system of equations for the upper 
surface by means of the Newton-Rhapson method. The lower surface is 
calculated in the same manner as in the linear solution, and the defining 
point (7) option is also available. The polynomials used between 
indicated profiles are: 
(1) to (6) 4th order 
(6) to (2) 4th order upper surface 
(2) to (3) 
The 15 conditions for the upper surface are: 
y^, s^ (slope) are known 
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, s., and second derivative match at (6), 
o o 
2 2 
yg, Sg, and (d y/dx )g are known at (6) 
y^j and second derivative match at (2) 
point (2) is on the throat tangency circle 
equals calculated from the throat tangency circle 
y2 and s^ are known. 
The 15 unknowns in this case are the 14 coefficients of the polynomials 
plus the y coordinate at the throat point (y^). As can be observed, 
the system becomes nonlinear because the coefficients of the polynomials 
depend on y^ which is also unknown. 
2.4.3. Determination of input for geometry design programs GDPLS, GDPNLS 
The design of an airfoil in cascade from given velocity triangle 
requirements involves, to begin with, tentative selection of geometrical 
parameters to set up the profile for the design analysis process. It is 
likely in practical design applications that other aerodynamic, cooling 
or structural constraints supplied from design requirements or preliminary 
analyses will have to be observed in arriving at a final design. The 
airfoil and cascade parameters to be selected along with guidelines or 
recommendations for values are discussed belcw. These, of course ; are 
general comments only. In particular applications, the selection proce­
dure and parameter ranges may be substantially altered, the final 
decisions resting with the inviscid blade-to-blade and profile boundary 
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layer analyses of the proposed design as outlined in Fig. 1.1. Also, 
Fig. 2.3 should be referred to for the airfoil and cascade geometrical 
parameters. It may be helpful in getting started to make a proposed 
layout, by hand, of the airfoil in its cascade arrangement. 
The cascade can be designed normalized with respect to axial 
chord, B^, since the actual size of the airfoil is only needed for the 
analysis of the boundary layer. Therefore, the decision on the actual 
value of B^, which bears directly on the amount of frictional losses, is 
postponed until later in the procedure. The design can be initiated 
by selecting a pitch to axial chord ratio, T/B^, from loading considera­
tions. In the expression for loading coefficient given below, the 
gas angles are given and a value of is selected from design 
experience: 
= 2 ^  sin^S (cotBj + cotgg). (2.3) 
X 
Therefore, T/B^ can be solved for from Eqn. 2.3. Typical values for 4'^, 
can range from 0.6 to 1.2 with the final choice being determined by the 
satisfactory performance of the cascade. Zweiftl (1C45) suggested 0.8 
as an optimum loading coefficient for the turbine cascades of that time. 
A value of H/L can now be selected which determines the camber 
distribution and stagger of the airfcil. This parameter plays a role, 
along with wedge angle AB^*, in determining the channel area variation 
with chord and has, therefore, an effect on loading distribution. 
The cascade gaging angle, 6^, is determined from given exit gas 
angle and Mach number (62) using experimental correlations 
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accounting for flow deviation, such as presented later in Chapter 3. 
The cascade throat or gaging length X is calculated from 
X = T sinS^. (2.4) 
Next, the cascade metal angles can be selected. The inlet metal 
angle, 6^*, coincides with the inlet gas angle given by the velocity 
triangles if the flow incidence is not taken into account. Usually, 
however, 6^* is assigned so that the flow is accepted with negative 
incidence (or over-camber) of about 5° to establish a margin from 
leading edge overspeeding on the airfoil suction side. The exit metal 
angle, 6^*, is determined by applying a gas angle deviation criterion 
derived from design experience, or from published correlations, as 
influenced by exit Mach number and gaging angle. 
The leading and trailing edge radii selection may now be under­
taken. The trailing edge radius, RTE, is dictated by manufacturing or 
airfoil cooling requirements, and by trailing edge blockage considera­
tions. In general, the following relation should be observed; 
< 2 Rto" X < 0-08. (2-5) 
The leading edge radius, RLE, generally tends to increase with blade 
loading and turning, with the following restrictions observed in its 
selection: 
RTE < RLE < -0.1 (2.6) 
and 
RLE 
T sin3j^ 
< 0 .1 .  (2 .7 )  
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The wedge angles, AB^*, ABg*, and the auxiliary points (x^, y^), 
(x^, y^) on the suction and pressure sides are determined in a trial 
and error procedure to give an acceptable airfoil shape. These 
variables strongly influence the cross channel area variation and there­
fore the airfoil pressure distribution. Design experience shows, for 
example, that should be kept in the range 0 to 10 degrees. 
The uncovered turning, F, directly controls the diffusion 
between the throat and trailing edge on the suction surface. For exit 
Mach numbers less than 0.8, the effect of uncovered turning on losses 
is small. However, for exit Mach numbers higher than 0.8 the effect is 
severe. In general, F is in the neighborhood of 2 to 10 degrees. 
Experience with the design programs has shown that uncovered turning 
strongly influences the profile shape and can be used to tune the 
suction side of the airfoil and the pressure distribution for a given 
set of geometrical parameters. 
2.4.4. Operation of geometry design programs, GSPLS. GSPNLS 
The geometry design programs are operated in an interactive mode 
by which the input geometric parameters are adjusted according to 
intermediate results put out by the programs upon the request of the 
user. 
The acceptability of the design of the airfoil profile for a given 
set of input geometric parameters is first determined by analyzing a 
graphical display of the cascade. Profile smoothness Is soue.ht in Lhis 
first test. Turn-around-time of the graphical display should be a 
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minimum for efficient operation. A subsequent test is made on the sign 
and value of the second derivatives along the airfoil profile to esta­
blish the final acceptability of the design. The upper (suction) side 
2 2 
should be convex, i.e., d y/dx should be negative along the entire 
suction sida. The lower (pressure) side should be convex around the 
leading edge, then concave, and then convex again around the trailing 
2 2 
edge, i.e., d y/dx should be positive, then negative, and then 
positive again along the pressure side. Smooth variation of the deriv­
ative values should also be sought. A final test is made on the 
variation of channel area ratio, A/A^, with axial chord. This variation 
should be reasonably smooth and monotone for an acceptable pressure 
distribution to exist on the airfoil. 
More details on the operation of the program can be found in 
Alarcon (1980) which is a guide to the user on the operation of the 
geometry design package and the complete analysis program. 
2.4.5. Examples of turbine cascade designs 
Four turbine cascade designs obtained with program GDPLS are 
presented below. The first two of these examples involved the design 
and redesign of a gas turbine blade cascade. The last two examples 
constitute the design of an inlet guide vans and an impulse blade 
cascade for steam turbine applications. 
Figure 2.4 is the computer generated graph of the resultant design 
of a gas turbine blade cascade, designated as CAl-ISU. This cascade, 
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Figure 2.4. Gas turbine blade cascade design GAl-ISU. 
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which was designed for loading coefficient = 1.12 and 0° degrees 
incidence, is typical of a first-blade cascade for a high-pressure cooled 
turbine. The design data used with program GDPLS are also listed in 
Fig. 2.4. 
A redesign of cascade GAl-ISU to adjust the loading distribution, 
with same loading coefficient and incidence, to obtain a rearward-loaded 
airfoil (designated GA2-ISU) is shown in Fig. 2.5. The revised loading 
distribution was achieved by adjusting the coordinates of the suction 
side auxiliary point (x^, y^). Slight adjustments were also made on the 
gaging angle and the uncovered turning P. The results of incompress­
ible inviscid flow calculations for the two designs are presented in 
Fig. 2.6, along with the channel area variation for both designs. As 
can be observed, the rearward loading was indeed accomplished for 
GA2-ISU. Also, the pressure distribution was improved in GA2-ISU where 
the recompression after the velocity peak on the suction side has been 
decreased, therefore reducing the possibility of boundary layer separa­
tion. The channel area variation is seen to be smoother and more 
monotonie in GA2-ISU than in GAl-ISU. 
The inviscid calculations were performed with the global and leading-
edge reanalysis programs developed during the present investigation and 
reported on in Chapters 3 and 4. 
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 display the computer generated graphs and the 
GDPLS program input data for the inlet guide vane cascade GA3-ISD 
(designed for = 0.62 and zero incidence) and the impulse blade cascade 
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Figure 2.5. -Gas turbine blade cascade redesign GA2-ISTJ. 
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Figure 2,7. Inlet guide vane cascade design GA3-ISU. 
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Figure 2.8. Induise blade cascade design GA4-ISU. 
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GA4-ISU (designed for = 0.80 and zero incidence) for a steam turbine 
first stage. 
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3. GLOBAL INVISCID AKALYSIS 
3.1. Introduction 
The streamline curvature prediction procedure developed in this 
investigation for steady, two-dimensional compressible and adiabatic 
cascade flow is described. Results obtained with this method for 
several example cascade flows are compared with theoretical solutions 
and experimental data to illustrate the development and general 
applicability of the method. 
The objective of the streamline curvature analysis was to provide 
a global inviscid (preliminary) analysis of blade-to-blade flows used 
in conjunction with cascade geometry design procedures. A detailed 
reanalysis of the flow around the airfoil leading edge followed by a 
profile boundary layer analysis then completed the overall cascade 
design scheme. 
The streamline curvature method was selected because of its general 
applicability to cascade analysis for high subsonic to transonic flow 
situations. It is essential for cascade design applications that such 
a global analysis provide rapid and accurate solutions over a range of 
Hach number for arbitrary flow conditions and cascade geometries. These 
capabilities have been met in the programmed streamline curvature 
analysis (SCA). Convergence acceleration and highly accurate numerical 
approximation techniques have been used for the iterative solutions 
involved. To begin the chapter, a review of recent inviscid flow 
analysis methods for high subsonic and transonic cascade flows is made. 
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3.2. Review of Recent Blade-to-Blade Flow Calculation Methods 
Solutions to the "direct" problem of subsonic and transonic 
inviscid flow calculations in a blade-to-blade plane or in a cascade 
are reviewed in this section. Gostelow (1973) and Hansen (1976) have 
already surveyed these methods emphasizing incompressible and high 
subsonic solutions. The attempt here is to complement this previous 
work by extending the review to transonic solutions reported in the 
last several years. 
Many transonic calculation methods have been presented in the 
literature for both external and internal flows; however, only those 
procedures developed for the particular problem in hand are surveyed, 
i.e., hodograph, matrix, time-marching, space-marching, and streamline 
curvature methods for blade-to-blade flow analysis. 
3.2.1. Hodograph methods 
The hodograph technique solves the steady state inviscid equations 
of motion by mapping the cascade region into a hodograph plane and 
solving the transformed equations there. The flow velocity components 
are used as independent variables, and the stream function as the main 
dependent variable. This choice of variables makes the hodograph 
techniques especially suitable for solving the "indirect" design 
problem. 
Several hodograph methods have been developed in the past. Some 
of the recent ones are those of Garabedian and Korn (1971), Hobson (1974), 
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and Ives and Liutermoza (1977). Also Collyer (1977) has extended the 
method of Garabedian and Korn to include the effects of a boundary 
layer and wake. 
The hodograph method usually allows high accuracy in the range 
from low speed to flows with embedded supersonic regions; however, 
difficulties often arise in transforming the solution back to the 
physical plane. Decreased pitch chord ratio, for example, makes cascades 
increasingly difficult to map. Another problem arises when two points 
in the physical plane have different values of stream function but the 
same velocity and flow direction. This is called a "double mapping" 
problem, in which case representation cannot be made by a single 
hodograph plane. 
3.2.2» Matrix methods 
The matrix technique involves an early algebraic combination of 
the inviscid steady state equations of continuity and momentum. The 
result is a second order differential equation in which the dependent 
variable is either the stream function or the velocity potential. The 
flow region of interest is covered by a computational grid and an 
algebraic equation obtained for every central grid point by using 
finite-difference or finite-area approximations. The resulting system 
of nonlinear equations is written in matrix form and solved by iterative 
matrix inversion techniques. 
Matrix methods based on stream function have been successful in 
solving incompressible and subsonic flow problems; however, these methods 
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are not successful for general transonic flow problems due to the 
ambiguity of the density-stream function relationship at transonic 
conditions. The stream function differential equation has botha subsonic 
and a supersonic solution for given derivatives of the stream function. 
The inability of the method to choose for itself the appropriate root 
limits applicability to subsonic flow. Some of the recent applications 
of stream function matrix techniques to cascades have been reported by 
Katsanis (1969), Miller (1973), Smith and Frost (1970), Davis (1971), 
Silvester and Fitch (1974), who presented an "indirect" design matrix 
method, and Calvert and Smith (1976). 
The difficulties with the stream function formulation in transonic 
flow are overcome by using the velocity potential instead. The solution 
of the velocity potential differential equation is single valued in both 
subsonic and supersonic flow; therefore, the density-velocity potential 
relationship is unique in the transonic regimes. Dodge (1976), and 
later Caspar et al. (1979), have presented velocity potential matrix 
techniques which have been successful in calculating transonic flows. 
3.2.3. Time-marching methods 
The unsteady inviscid flow equations (Euler equations) are solved 
in the time-marching approach to reach a steady state solution as the 
asymptotic limit of transient flow calculations. 
The first time-marching methods successfully applied to transonic 
cascade flows were those of Gopalàkrishnan and Bozzola (1971) and 
McDonald (1971). The former made use of MacCormack's finite difference 
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technique, whereas McDonald employed an integral representation of the 
equation over each computational element and named it a "finite area" 
technique. More recently, Denton (1975) has simplified and improved 
the finite area method of McDonald. 
Kurzrock and Novick (1975) solved the time dependent Navier-Stokes 
equations in a time-marching fashion by using the MacCormack finite 
difference scheme. This method allows the presence of viscous shock 
waves in the flow field since the Navier-Stokes equations are treated. 
Delaney and Kavanagh (1976) were the first in applying a time-
dependent method of characteristics to calculate transonic cascade flows. 
Time-marching methods are not limited to potential flows; however, 
great difficulty exists in imposing simultaneously all cascade boundary 
conditions. Also, a great many time steps are usually required before a 
steady state solution is reached with extensive computing time needed. 
3.2.4. Space-marching methods 
Space-marching methods solve the steady state inviscid equations by 
a finite difference, iterative, forward-marching integration scheme 
which assumes the flow situation to be "partially parabolic" (see Pratap 
and Spalding (1975)). 
The space-marching denomination derives from the solution procedure 
which moves from one cross section computational line to the next in the 
downstream direction. Several sweeps of the flow domain are made from 
upstream to downstream to reach a converged solution. 
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Singhal and Spalding (1976) developed and applied this method to 
the calculation of subsonic or transonic flow in axial-flow turbomachinery 
cascades. The method is more economical in computer time and storage 
than are time-marching procedures. 
3.2.5. Streamline curvature methods 
Streamline curvature methods are characterized by the solution of 
the inviscid equations of motion and continuity in separate iterative 
steps. The equations are not algebraically combined in the process 
and are independently applied and satisfied in successive iterations. A 
floating computational grid is formed by the streamlines and by either 
lines normal to the flow or by pitchwise lines, i.e., the so-called 
"quasi-orthogonals." 
Bindon and Carmichel (1971) chose to work with normals to the flow. 
This approach simplifies the form of the equations and also allows the 
calculation of isentropic supersonic flow. The computation is made 
difficult, however, since the location of the normals is not known 
beforehand, resulting in long computing times. 
The use of "quasi—orthogonals," on the other hand, complicates the 
form of the equations but greatly facilitates the computing process. 
This approach appears tc offer advantages over the streamline curvature 
method using normals due to the short running times made possible by 
applying convergence acceleration techniques. One of the first operation­
al procedures using "quasi-orthogonals" was reported by Katsanis (1965). 
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However, two main problems were encountered: first, no theoretical 
basis was presented to estimate an optimum damping factor for conver­
gence, and second, the locations of the stagnation streamlines were 
not calculated from periodicity conditions but were estimated from 
constancy of angular momentum considerations. The method of Smith 
and Frost (1970), using "quasi-orthogonals" was also subject to 
convergence problems in the same sense as was the method of Katsanis, 
but the locations of the stagnation streamlines were calculated, 
although convergence obtained on periodicity conditions was poor. 
Wilkinson (1972) improved on the "quasi-orthogonal" methods by 
presenting theoretical means of calculating an optimum damping factor 
and by calculating the location of the stagnation streamlines with 
excellent convergence on periodicity conditions. Novak (1978) closely 
followed Wilkinson's approach, the only difference being that in his 
method the exit gas angle is not calculated but must be given as input. 
A combined computational procedure developed by Katsanis (1969) 
uses the matrix solution for subsonic flows with the streamline 
curvature method taking over for transonic flows. This procedure has 
been extensively used in the United States for hub-to-tip solutions 
as well as for blade-to-blade flow solutions. 
In general, the objectives of the streamline curvature method 
appear to be the efficiency of operation and the capability to handle 
transonic flow. The success of the method in transonic calculations 
can be attributed to the separate stepwise solution procedure for the 
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momentum and continuity equations, and to the use of a density rela­
tionship in terms of enthalpy and velocity instead of in terms of 
stream function derivatives. 
3.3. The Present Streamline Curvature Method (SCA) 
The present streamline curvature method for plane cascade adiabatic 
flow solution is an implementation of techniques using "quasi-orthogonals" 
(q-os) recommended by Wilkinson (1972). The primary emphasis has been 
to account for compressibility effects up to slightly (shock free) 
transonic pockets in the flow, and for stream sheet thickness change 
from cascade inlet to outlet. The cascade inviscid exit gas angle is 
predicted from periodicity conditions by requiring equal velocities 
at the trailing edge. Alternatively, the exit gas angle may be an input 
condition to the calculation, in which case the determined surface 
velocities at the trailing edge will not generally be equal. This latter 
option is probably more useful in calculating transonic trailing edge 
flows where, as shown by forster (1964), the presence of shock waves 
often destroys flow periodicity in this region. 
3.3.1. Governing equations 
The governing equations to be solved are the velocity gradient 
equation and the continuity equation. The velocity gradient relationship 
along a q-o, which for this application coincides with the y-axis (see 
Fig. 3.1.), is obtained by combining the equations of momentum, energy 
and entropy in the following way: 
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Figure 3.1. Cascade flow field for streamline curvature calculation. 
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The momentum equation along a q-o is 
3V 9V . 
\ \ ° • p if' • 
The energy and entropy equations are, respectively 
hg = h + — (3.2) 
Elimination of the static enthalpy gradient, -1^, between Eqns. 3.2 and 
a y  
3.3 gives the expression 
Equations 3.1 and 3.4 are now used to eliminate the pressure gradient, 
resulting in the velocity gradient relationship 
9V 3V 3h_ . 
Since the total derivative along a streamline of the y component of 
velocity can be written as 
dV 3V 9V 
then Eqn. 3.5 for the velocity gradient becomes 
OTT dV 3h^ . 
The following assumptions are now made regarding the total enthalpy 
and entropy gradients in Eqn. 3.7: 
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(i) The gas angle and total and static conditions are uniform 
at the upstream station (see Fig. 3.1). Therefore, = 0. 
The total enthalpy gradient, therefore, is zero throughout 
the flow field since the flow is isoenergetic. 
(ii) Entropy gradients due to losses within the airfoil boundary 
3s layers are neglected, i.e., — = 0. This assumption, however, 
does not preclude entropy gradients in the x direction which 
can be modeled via a total pressure loss distribution in 
this direction. 
With these assumptions, Eqn. 3.7 becomes simply 
f = • 
With definition of the angle g of the streamline as shown in Fig. 3.2, 
the velocity gradient equation (Eqn. 3.8) is written in its final form as 
II = cosg + (3.9) 
The continuity equation to be solved in conjunction with Eqn. 3.9 
is developed by considering the plane stream surface to have a thickness 
Az. The mass flow rate crossing any q-o is then 
> 
m = / p V cosB Az dy. (3.10) 
>"l 
Equation 3.10 is more useful written in mass velocity form as 
m = Ti r—T . (3.11) 
A2(yjj -
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Figure 3.2. Geometric relations used in derivation of the velocity 
gradient equation. 
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The term Az takes into account any variation in the stream sheet thick­
ness in the x direction. 
The local total pressure for a q-o is given by 
Pq = Poi • ^0 
where APg is the assigned total pressure loss from inlet to the q-o as 
estimated from experimental cascade data. The local total and static 
densities are calculated then, assuming the fluid to be a perfect gas, 
by the relations 
"O = (3.13) 
2 J-
P = PQ ( 1 • (3.14) 
Equation 3.14 enables the static density to be found in Eqn. 3.11 to 
obtain the mass velocity. 
3.3.2. Computational flow field 
The computational flow field for the global streamline curvature 
calculation is shown in Fig. 3.1. The field is extended a distance d 
upstream and approximately a distance d downstream of the cascade to 
satisfy flow uniformity conditions at the upstream and downstream 
stations. The distance d is the axial distance between the defined 
leading and trailing edges of the airfoil. 
The floating computational grid is formed by streamlines and 
uniformly spaced q-os which extend in the y (pitchwise) direction. 
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The grid obtains its floating character from the fact that the stream­
line positions in the x-y plane are not known in advance. The 
streamlines are determined by the computation, changing position from 
one iteration to the next. The main advantages of this computation 
grid are: 
(i) Arbitrarily shaped or irregular boundaries, such as those 
for airfoil surfaces, can be handled in a convenient and 
accurate way. 
(ii) The q-os are particularly suited for inçosing the periodic 
boundary conditions outside the cascade passage. 
The total number of q-os (M) is divided evenly between the 
upstream, cascade passage, and downstream regions. The q-o just ahead 
of the leading edge is q-o number ML; the q-o passing through the 
trailing edge is q-o number MT. The spacing is arranged so that the 
leading edge lies midway between q-o ML and q-o ML+1. The total number 
of streamlines (N) must be an odd number. The mid-streamline is 
streamline number NM. 
The positions of the upstream stagnation streamlines are approxi­
mated at the beginning of the calculation by extending them as straight 
lines from the airfoil leading edge at an angle equal to the inlet gas 
angle. Similarly, the downstream stagnation streamlines are extended 
from the airfoil trailing edge at an angle equal to the exit metal angle. 
The stagnation streamlines are subsequently "shaped" in the calculation 
to satisfy flow periodicity in the pitchwise direction. 
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The leading edge and trailing edge wedges shown in Fig. 3.1 for 
the computational field are used to speed up convergence of the 
streamline curvature solution, especially at the leading edge. These 
wedges extend over q-os ML and ML-1 at the leading edge, and over q-os 
MT+1 and MT+2 at the trailing edge. The wedges follow along with the 
stagnation streamline shaping. 
The initial wedges are determined by fairing in pressure and 
suction side stagnation streamlines with the airfoil profile. Smoothing 
procedures described later are used for the fairing process. It was 
found that eight smoothing passes produced no further changes in 
the formed wedges. 
The periodicity condition for the q-os involved with the wedges 
is handled by requiring equal velocities on the intersection of the 
q-os with the initial wedges. 
For the programmed streamline curvature analysis (SCA), the trailing 
edge wedge was finally abandoned because it tended to move the location 
of the cascade throat in the downstream direction. 
In the program, 39 q-os and 9 streamlines are used for solutions. 
3.3.3. General description of calculation 
A general discussion of the streamline curvature solution procedure 
framing the details of the calculation is presented. An accompanying 
flow diagram of the procedure is given in Fig. 3.3. Complete descrip­
tion of the details of the calculation procedure is given later in 
this chapter. 
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Figure 3.3. Overall computing flow diagram for the global streamline 
curvature analysis (SCA). 
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The streamline curvature method for cascade flow analysis consists 
of two main iteration loops. The first, or inner loop, called herein 
the "channel" solution, solves the velocity gradient and continuity 
equations inside the channel formed by given stagnation streamlines 
and the cascade passage. The second or outer loop corrects the stagna­
tion streamline shapes in order for flow periodicity to be achieved at 
the end of the next "channel" solution. The steps in the two iteration 
loops are the following: 
1. Airfoil geometry and governing upstream and downstream flow 
conditions are supplied. Also, total pressure loss and stream sheet 
thickness distribution are given. The initial stagnation streamlines 
and the q-o locations are calculated. 
2. An initial guess of the streamline pattern is made based on 
uniform spacing along the q-os and a constant V along the streamlines 
is assumed throughout. 
3. The right hand side of the velocity gradient equation (Eqn. 
3.9) is evaluated and a matrix of velocity gradient values determined 
and stored. 
4. Equation 3.9 is then integrated by starting with the mid-
streamline velocity ^ from the previous iteration (initial guess 
in the first iteration) and using the trapezoidal rule to proceed in 
both directions along a q-o finding the new velocity distribution 
from suction to pressure surface. The integration is carried out for 
each q-o. It is not necessary to recalculate 9V/9y until the 
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iteration on continuity is complete and a new set of streamlines found. 
The new velocities allow the static density to be calculated along the 
q-os and the mass velocity computed with Eqn. 3.11. 
5. In general, the calculated mass velocity at a particular q-o 
will not satisfy the specified mass velocity. The level of the velocity 
distribution along the q-o must then be increased or decreased as 
required, and the process of calculating the static densities and mass 
velocity repeated until continuity is satisfied. The iteration on 
continuity then moves to the next q-o downstream and so on, until q-o 
number M is reached. The new velocity distribution is now compared with 
the old. If these distributions are very similar the "channel" solution 
is assumed converged and the calculation proceeds with the outer loop. 
6. If the "channel" solution failed to converge, the streamline 
pattern is recalculated from the new velocity distribution found along 
the q-os and based on a constant percentage of the mass flow between 
adjacent streamlines. 
7. With the new velocity distribution and streamline pattern, a 
matrix of predicted velocity gradients is obtained. A damping factor 
is calculated (in the first iteration of the channel solution) to damp 
the change in velocity gradients from iteration to iteration. The 
objective of this damping is to reduce the initial errors (made with the 
first velocity distribution and streamline pattern) to zero in the least 
number of iterations. A new matrix of velocity gradient values is 
determined based on the damped differences between the predicted and old 
values before integrating Eqn. 3.9 again in step 4. 
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8. If the "channel" solution converged in step 5, the shifts in 
stagnation streamlines are calculated in order to achieve flow periodi­
city at the end of the next "channel" solution. The calculation is then 
continued in step 3 if the magnitude of the shifts are larger than a 
prescribed tolerance. Otherwise, the streamline curvature calculatira 
is considered converged. 
9. With SCA converged, a momentum-pressure balance is performed in 
the tangential direction. This procedure, described in Appendix B, 
checks the computed pressure distribution against velocity triangles. 
In the programmed method (SCA) the following limits were placed 
on the number of iterations for each iterative procedure: 
(i) Continuity (for a q-o); 50 iterations 
(ii) Channel solution; 50 iterations 
(iii) Outer loop; 20 iterations. 
Also, the following tolerances were used: 
(i) Continuity; AV < 0.001 ft/s 
(ii) Channel solution; ^i,j^new ^i,j^old < 0.0008 
The channel solution is not required to converge to 0.0008 
in the first few outer loops since the initial stagnation 
streamline shapes are incorrect. The tolerance was pro­
grammed as a function of the number of outer loop iterations, 
reducing from 0.004 for the first outer loop to 0.0008 
after about 10 outer loops-
(iii) Outer loop; ^ 0.005 
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3.3.4. Continuity equation solution 
The convergence of the continuity calculations at each particular 
q-o was found to be a key factor in the overall computing time required 
for a given problem. To improve the convergence rate, the techniques 
presented by Novak (1978) were, therefore, implemented in this investi­
gation. As a result, the computing time requirements were cut by 
about half. 
As already stated in the general description, a given velocity 
distribution obtained from the integration of the velocity gradient 
equation will not immediately satisfy the specified mass velocity; an 
increment AV must be added or subtracted, as required, at all points 
along the q-o. Wilkinson C1972) found the variation of calculated mass 
velocity m with respect to V in the form 
where the subscript îî-î means "on the rsid-streamline," Equations 3.14 and 
3.15 then yield 
2 2 C2-T)/(y- i )  
^ ^ m 
and AV can be calculated from 
dm ^specified ^calculated 
_ = . (3.17) 
For q-os on which the Mach number may reach or exceed 1.0, Wilkinson 
suggested the evaluation of dm/dV at all points on the q-o to find 
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Wilkinson's reasoning in proposing Eqn. 3.18 was that if the q-o inter­
sects a supersonic patch at a high inclination with the streamlines, the 
velocity could be subsonic at both ends and supersonic in the middle and 
still not be choked. Thus, the dm/dV calculated on the mid-streamline 
may not be a good indicator of choking for the q-o. 
Equations 3.15 and 3.18 have worked satisfactorily in reducing AV 
to a small value in the problems treated in this investigation; however, 
in some cases it was found that the predicted AV tended to oscillate 
about zero as smaller and smaller values of AV were approached. As a 
result, the procedure, although close to convergence, usually exceeded 
the allowed number of iterations without converging to the required 
tolerance. Novak's (1978) scheme wherein AV is bracketed and further 
refined was implemented to solve this problem. The procedure is 
explained below in connection with high subsonic solutions for mass 
velocity. The argument is completely analogous for the case of super­
sonic solutions. 
1. If dm/dV < 0, the initially chosen V^ is on the supersonic 
branch of the function m(V). Since a subsonic solution is being 
considered, it is necessary to move toward the subsonic branch. 
This is accomplished by letting 
AV = -0.1 V.„ (3.19) 
NM 
2. If dm/dV > 0, then AV is given by Eqn. 3.17. 
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3. The extreme values of (high and low) encountered on the 
subsonic branch by applying AV are retained as bracketing values and 
revised as further calculations of AV are made. In addition, if a new 
is calculated outside the range defined by the current bracketing 
values, it is discarded and taken at the midpoint of the range. The 
plausible range is in this way continually refined. The decision on 
a value as an upper or lower bracket value is made by comparing the 
calculated m with the required value. 
A special comment is in order here concerning the prediction of 
choking in high Mach number solutions. The Mach number is so sensitive 
to area variation near M=1 that choking was always predicted with the 
first guessed streamline pattern. This problem was eliminated by not 
allowing the q-os to choke during the first four outer loop iterations. 
This approach worked well for the transonic and high Mach number cases 
treated in this investigation. 
3.3.5. Stability and convergence 
The usual approach in streamline curvature calculations is to damp 
the change in streamline position from one iteration to the next to 
prevent divergence of the calculation process. Wilkinson (1972), however, 
recommended that the change in velocity gradient be damped instead of the 
change in streamline position when calculating blade-to-blade flows. This 
approach was followed in the present investigation. 
The details of the optimum damping factor derivation for plane 
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cascade flow are reported in Alarcon and Kavanagh (1980). The relevant 
aspects of the derivation and the main results are presented hero. 
An optimum damping factor is formulated in the context of the 
following formula: 
3y 
3V 1 pi 3V 3 V |  1 
n  3 y  
+  r  
o 3 y  P 3 y | o J  (3.20) 
where 
3V 
3y 
3V 
3y 
9V 
3y 
= the damped "new" value of velocity gradient to be used 
in a succeeding iteration 
= the "old" value of velocity gradient used in the previous 
iteration 
= the "predicted" value of velocity gradient resulting as 
an undamped value from the previous iteration 
f = optimum damping factor. 
Wilkinson's important contribution to streamline, curvature calcula­
tions was the development of an analytical formulation for the optimum 
damping factor, i.e., a damping factor which reduces the initial errors 
(made with the first velocity field and streamline pattern) to zero in a 
least number of iterations. The flow model for the stability analysis 
is shown in Fig. 3.4 where the exact solution is a uniform inclined flow 
in the x-y plane and the exact values of oV/oy are zero. A theoretic-al 
perturbation of the flow is introduced by collectively displacing the 
streamlines in such a way that the change introduced in the velocity 
gradient is of the form 
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Figure 3.4. Flow model for stability analysis. 
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^ "T 
•N 
(3.21) 
Attention is focused on the mid-streamline and on q-o zero. 
Equation 3.21 is integrated to yield the perturbed velocity distribution, 
and the continuity equation is used to calculate the new position of the 
mid-streamline. The velocity gradient equation (Eqn. 3.9) then provides 
the calculated perturbed value of 3V/3y where the inaccuracies of the 
numerical approximation are taken into account. This is the numerical 
3V/9y on the mid-streamline and q-o zero which can be compared with 
the value K from Eqn. 3.21. The change in 9V/3y due to the numerical 
calculation is therefore 
The zero velocity gradient can be retrieved at the end of the 
numerical calculation if the calculated change in 3V/3y is equal and 
opposite in sign to that introduced by Eqn. 3.21, i.e., -K. The initial 
error can then be reduced to zero by factoring the calculated change 
in velocity gradient by 
num 
(3.22) 
or 
num (3.23) 
f 1 (3.24) 
1 num 
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The following result is obtained when the algebra is carried out 
for the flow model in Fig. 3.4: 
f = ; ^ = 5" . (3.25) 
1 — k C1~M ) cos 3 A 
The factor "k" in Eqn. 3.25 takes into account the accuracy with which 
2 2 
the second derivative d y/dx can be numerically calculated and is 
considered in detail later. "A" is the grid aspect ratio, i.e., q^/h. 
It should be noted that k is negative, so f ^  1 in subsonic flow. 
Wilkinson (1970) argued that a general displacement from the correct 
velocity gradient could be represented as a Fourier series of all wave­
lengths. Since k depends on the ratio of wavelength to q-o spacing, as 
will be shown later, the different harmonics would be corrected by 
different amounts depending on k, the most unstable being the one with 
the largest negative k (k^_.^). Therefore, 
f = 3 ^ 2 2 • 
1 - 7T k . Cl-M^) cos^g A^ 4 g min 
The calculation diverges when f is such that it causes the k . 
min 
harmonic to overshoot to an error in velocity gradient of equal 
magnitude but opposite sign. This f is just twice that value required 
to reduce the error to zero; therefore, the critical damping factor for 
convergence, f^, is 
f = 2f. (3.27) 
c 
Wilkinson (1970) further calculated the optimum damping factor, f, 
by which in one iteration the errors for the k . and k=0 harmonics are 
min 
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reduced by factors (f'/f-l) and (l-f) respectively. For equal reduction 
of errors for these two harmonics 
l - f  = 1 ^ - 1  ( 3 . 2 8 )  
or 
f = . (3.29) 
Therefore, 
f = 5 i-2 2 2 • (3-30) 
1 - k . (I-ÎT) cos^B 
96 mn 
The initial error in the velocity gradient is obviously reduced by 
the factor (l-f)^ after n iterations. Therefore, for a ratio of final 
to initial error of 0.01, the number of iterations required is 
In the programmed method, f is determined at each calculation 
station Cthe intersection of a streamline with a q-o) using the local 
Mach number and gas angle g. The smallest value is subsequently used to 
damp the whole flow field. Use of the smallest f causes the more stable 
stations to be overdamped and therefore convergence is ensured. 
Figure 3.5 portrays the behavior of the optimum damping factor, f, 
critical damping factor, f^, and number of iterations, n, when f is 
used. The k . in Fig. 3.5 is normalized by k . = -1.88 for a differ-
min mxn 
entiation method using a quartic through five points with double 
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Figure 3.5. Optimum damping factor f, critical damping factor, f^, and 
number of iterations, n, for subsonic flow. Damping factors 
for example cascade cases El-E^ are indicated. 
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2 2 differentiation to calculate d y/dx (this method was one of the best 
among those tested by Wilkinson (1970)). An important characteristic 
of f and f^ can be observed in Fig. 3.5 at high values of the parameter 
A cosS vl~M^ vk . /-1.88 where the difference between both damping 
' min 
factors tends to zero. This behavior makes the calculation in this 
region difficult with divergence usually occurring when f is used. 
Cases in this region are often encountered in turbomachinery cascades 
with high values of grid aspect ratio. 
Figure 3.5 also shows the damping factor used in the final channel 
solution for four cascade flow examples computed as test cases and 
presented later in this chapter. The f for the two cases in the diffi­
cult convergence region were overdamped by an additional arbitrary 
factor in order to achieve convergence. This approach was successfully 
used to overcome the difficulties in this region. 
A last comment regarding Wilkinson's optimum damping factor is that 
the term dV^/dx in the velocity gradient equation was neglected in the 
derivation of f'. This is only significant for high Mach numbers and 
high flow inclinations; Wilkinson empirically recommended damping the 
change in slope dy/dx between iterations by a factor less than unity 
whenever convergence is not achieved with f'. 
3.3.6. Stagnation streamline shifts 
The converged "channel" solution provides answers for the velocities 
in the channel defined by the airfoils and the stagnation streamlines. 
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If the velocities at either end of the q-os (at the stagnation stream­
lines) of the cascade are not equal, tha calculation stations in these 
regions must be shifted by increments 5^ along the q-os so that the next 
"channel" solution will result in equality of velocities along the 
stagnation streamline locii- The increment 6^ is constant along a q-o 
changing from one q-o to the next. 
At the end of the current "channel" solution, a linearized 
cross-channel velocity gradient in the upstream and downstream regions 
can be expressed for the i^^ q-o as 
• 
It is desired that the similar cross-channel velocity derivative (or 
velocity difference) be zero at the end of the next "channel" solution. 
Therefore, the velocity gradient 3V/3y on the mid-streamline should be 
changed by 
CV — \ ^ 'VTTV V'JXT ' < 1' 
The velocity gradient equation (Eqn. 3.9) can now be differentiated 
on the mid-streamline with respect to 6^ to find the effect of a change 
in the y coordinates at the i^^ q-o, resulting in (see Alarcon and 
Kavanagh (1980) for details) 
— 
3y ^("^) = cosg (-sin3-^ + ^ ) a&r (^) ] x,NM _ ^ J 
2 
(ti) (3 .34)  
i,NM 
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From the numerical differentiation formulae presented later in this 
2 2 
chapter, the general forms for dy/dx and d y/dx are 
and 
j dx ^ h 
Equation 3.33 then becomes 
I 3% (HI J J 
Combination of Eqns. 3.34, 3.36, 3.37 and 3.38 yields 
? (Vi.: + "i.j' \ 
where 
(3.35) 
Therefore, 
âl- (S). - ¥ 
— iH) ' • ".37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
h / ._o 3v , ^^x \ 
' ° ^ ^ ^
B. = ^. (3.41) 
(?i,N - fi.l) 
The index j in the equations above is the "running" variable, its upper 
limit depending upon the number of points used in the numerical approxi­
mation of the first and second derivatives. 
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3.3.6.1. The upstream region The unknowns in the upstream 
region of the cascade are 6^ through 5^ for a total of ML unknowns. 
Equation 3.39 must be satisfied for q-os 2 through ML, taking into 
account the various differentiation procedures used in this region. 
For q-o 5 through q-o M-4, the differentiation procedure uses a 
total of nine points with four points either side of the central point. 
For q-os 3 and 4, a simplified version of the procedure is used wherein 
two points are used either side of the central point. For q-o 2, a 
non-symmetric version of the five point procedure is employed. For 
q-o 1, it is necessary to satisfy the condition of given inlet flow 
angle Assuming that the current slope is dy/dx and that the required 
slope is tan(90° - a parabola through three points is used, giving 
i (-1.56, + 26^ - 0.563) . tanOO- -
The resultant ML x ML system of equations in the upstream region to be 
solved by Gaussian elimination is shown in Appendix C. 
3.3.6.2. The downstream region The downstream region system of 
equations leading to 6^s can be written in two different ways depending 
on the trailing edge condition used. The velocities at the ends of the 
q-o passing through the airfoil trailing edge are required to be equal 
in Wilkinson's trailing edge condition, allowing in turn the calculation 
of the exit gas angle 62» On the other hand, the angle can be 
specified from experimental correlations, in which case, the calculation 
is very similar to that in the upstream region. As a result, the veloci­
ties might not be equal at the ends of q-o MT at the trailing edge. 
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When Wilkinson's trailing edge condition (called the calculated 
$2 option) is used the unknown 6^ s are through 5^. The q-o MT 
(at the trailing edge) cannot move, i.e., 6^^ = 0. Equation 3.39 must 
be satisfied for q-os MT through M-1. Equation 3.39 is not written 
for the last q-o; however, 6^ appears in the equations written for 
q-os M-1, M-2, and M-4. Therefore, there is one more unknown than 
equations. The additional needed equation is obtained from the condi­
tion 6^ = 0. The system can now be solved for through 6^. 
For q-os M-3 and M-2, a simplified five point symmetric version 
of the differentiation procedure is again used, and for q-o M-1, a 
non-symmetric version of the five point procedure is used. 
The periodicity condition could be applied in a more general 
sense at the trailing edge by requiring equal velocities to occur on 
a line making a specified angle 4) to the pitchwise direction (i.e., on 
points A and B in Fig. 3.6). Experience with cascade examples using 
this method showed that changing the (j) angle had some effect on the 
pressure distribution towards the trailing edge, but the calculated 
exit gas angle did not appreciably differ from that calculated by 
requiring equal velocities at points 1 and N in Fig. 3.6. In this 
investigation, cj) was kept at zero. 
The systan of equations to be solved by Gaussian elimination with 
the calculated option for the trailing edge condition is shown in 
Appendix C. 
If the ^2 angle is specified (called the input $2 option), the 
unknowns are through 5^. Equation 3.39 must be satisfied for 
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q-os MT+1 through M-1, again taking into account the various differen­
tiation procedures. For q-o M, it is necessary to satisfy the given 
exit gas angle If the current slope is dy/dx and the required 
slope is tanCBg ~ 90°), a parabola through three points gives the 
relationship (for q-o M) 
" tan(g2 9° " (dx^ 
The systems of equations for the input option to be also 
solved by Gaussian elimination is shown in Appendix C. 
One further comment is in order here regarding Wilkinson's findings 
on stagnation streamline convergence improvement. He found that at 
low Mach numbers, convergence to final shape of the stagnation stream­
lines was speeded up by multiplying the determined 6^s by about 1.5. 
For high subsonic Mach numbers, on the other hand, the movement of the 
stagnation streamlines should be damped by multiplying the 5^s by 
I ^2 
..5^,/i-Hr (3.44) 
y i, m 
and 
M 
for upstream and downstream regions, respectively. Experience with 
the method has shown that faster convergence is obtained by changing 
the factor from 1.5 to 0.5 in high subsonic Mach number cases when 
using superheated steam as the working fluid. 
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3.3.6.3. Continuity mechanics for exit gas angle Bo The exit 
gas angle was assumed known in the input 6^ option for the trailing 
edge condition. Here, some ways of determining 6^ from continuity 
considerations and empirical relations are considered. 
For compressible flow through the cascade, a relationship between 
6J, Gg, and Ap^/p^^ can be obtained by applying continuity 
between upstream and downstream in the form 
P02^2^2 
/ïô; (1 + 
PqI^A (3.46) 
where 
(1 + 3=1 M:^(y+i)/2(y-i) 
= à z ^ T  sing^, 
= Azg T sin32> and 
^02 ~ ^PC^PQI^ 01' (3.47) 
If the total temperature remains constant, Eqn. 3.46 becomes 
Az2 
(1 - APQ/PQ.)^ sinB^ M, sinB, 
(1 + 1:1 M2)(Y+1)/2(Y-1) (1 + Izl M2)(Y+1)/2CY-1) 
(3.48) 
which can be used to obtain if the remaining four quantities are known. 
If and both unspecified, the exit gas angle &2 can be 
obtained by applying continuity between the cascade throat and the 
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downstream stations as described by Martelli (1979), 
T l PnX 
FgCT/R) (3.49) 
where, Az^ is the average streamsheet thickness at the throat, and 
Pq^/P02 is a measure of the mixing losses as estimated from Cox's (1976) 
loss correlation 
— = 0.833 + 1. (3.50) 
^02 ^02 
The functions and ï^Cr/R) in Eqn. 3.49 are 
= 1.09 , Mg £ 0.51 
= 0.6333 + 2.I6M2 - 3.24^2 + l.AAMg, 0.5 < < 1 
F^ = A/A* , 1.0 < 
F2 = 1.01 - 0.04(T/R) 
where R is the mean radius of curvature of the airfoil suction surface 
between the throat and the trailing edge. The solution of Eqn. 3.49 
involves an iterative procedure wherein M2 is guessed and the angle $2 
is calculated from Eqns. 3.48 and 3.49. The iteration converges when 
the two $2 values obtained agree. 
3.3.7. Numerical differentiation 
(3.51) 
The integration of the velocity gradient equation requires the 
2 2 
numerical evaluation of dV^/dx, dy/dx and d y/dx from data at equally 
spaced points along the streamlines. This was done by fitting a curve 
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through a point and eight of its neighbors (four either side) on the 
same streamline followed by one or two differentiations. 
Wilkinson (1970) compared several differentiation methods by 
applying them to a sinusoidal function and then comparing the numerical 
2 2 
value of d y/dx with the theoretical one. The function used was 
of the form 
y ' * (xTE (3-52) 
and a parameter k defined as 
-.2 / _/,Tr^  
k .  (3.53) 
(x-0) 
where X is the wavelength and h the point spacing.^ 
For an ordinate y given at equal intervals of the argument x = 0, 
+h, +2h, the numerical differentiation method described above gives 
a formula of the type 
with k as given below when applied to Eqn. 3.53 
N y 
k = I f — . (3.55) 
n=-N " ® 
Wilkinson further argued that a given cur*/e may be represented by 
a Fourier series, but that the second derivative of the series is in 
general not the second derivative of the given curve. However, by using 
proper weighting functions of the coefficients of the differentiated 
series, convergence to the derivative of the given curve can be obtained. 
The accuracy of a numerical method in determining the derivatives of a 
sinusoidal function is, therefore, a valid test of its accuracy for an 
arbitrary curve. 
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In these relations, N and the coefficients f^ depend on the number of 
neighbor points used either side of the central point. 
Curves of "numerical" and "exact" k constructed as function of 
À/h to compare the differentiation method used by Wilkinson (1972) 
(five point formula) with the present method (nine point formula) are 
shown in Fig. 3.7. 
Several important conclusions can be immediately drawn from 
Fig. 3.7. First, k^^ is less negative for the present differentiation 
method than for Wilkinson's method. Thus, the present method produces 
a greater optimum damping factor (see Eqn. 3-26) which in turn implies 
that the "channel" solution converges in fewer iterations. Second, 
Wilkinson's method is observed to overpredict the second derivative for 
X/h > 10 which are values typically encountered in turbomachinery 
cascades. For X/h <10, (needed to accurately represent fast changes in 
curvature) both methods are observed to perform with about the same 
degree of inaccuracy. The over prediction of the second derivative was 
checked by applying both Wilkinson's and the present method to a cascade 
typical of modern gas turbine applications and for which exact second 
derivatives for the airfoil were available. The results displayed in 
Fig. 3.8 confirmed that Wilkinson's method actually overpredicted the 
second derivatives on the suction surface. The same trend was observed 
on the pressure surface. The effect of such overprediction on the 
suction side is to make the surface appear more convex than it actually 
is; therefore, the streamline curvature method will predict higher 
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Figure '3.7. Frequency response of numerical second derivative formulae. 
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velocities on this surface. The pressure side, on the other hand, 
appears less concave to the streamline curvature method and the 
predicted velocities are therefore lower. This trend is observed in 
Fig. 3.9 where a theoretical solution for a compressor cascade is 
compared with SCÂ results. The theoretical solution shown is an 
incompressible conformai mapping solution due to Gostelow (1965). The 
same velocity anomalies were found for several other cascade results 
when compared with solutions obtained with a distributed singularities 
method. 
The present numerical differentiation procedure was obtained from 
guidelines given by Wilkinson (1972). Wilkinson's procedure is to fit 
a quartic through five points and subsequently differentiate at the 
2 2 
central point to calculate dy/dx)^ and d y/dx )Q. Wilkinson then 
smoothed the derivatives by using the general smoothing formula 
YQ := ay_2 + by_^ + cy^ + by^ + ay^ (3.56) 
where := means "is replaced by," and the y's are dy/dx, d^y/dx or 
any other quantity to be smoothed. The three coefficients involved 
are determined from the following three conditions: 
Ci) for X/h = the curve to be smoothed is left unchanged, 
(ii) for X/h = 2, y^ := py^, and 
(iii) for A/h = 3, y^ := qy^. 
Therefore, 
Cvl 
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of airfoil surface pressure coefficients. 
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2 2 
The expressions for dy/dx) ^ and d y/dx )Q can then be written 
in the form 
Ê)Q = l2h + (-8a + °)y_3 " " c)y-2 
+ (8a + b - 8c)y_^ + (-8a -b + 8c)y^ 
+ (8b - cjyg + (8a -b)y2 - ay^] (3.58) 
J [-ay , + (16a - b)y » + (-30a + 16b - c)y_2 
12h 
+ (16a - 31b + 16c)y_i + (-2a + 32b - 30c)yQ 
+ (16a -31b + 16c)yj^ + (-30a + 16b - cOyg 
+ (16a - b)y2 - ay^]. (3.59) 
Equations 3.58 and 3.59 constitute the present numerical differentiation 
procedure. Wilkinson, on the other hand, further simplified these 
expressions to reduce them to five point formulae. The number of points 
either side of the central point were reduced from four to two by 
changing the coefficients in Eqn. 3.59 so that the numerical k at A/h = 2 
remained the same. Also* the coefficients in Eqn. 3.58 were changed 
so that the slope of a straight line remained constant. The simplified 
expressions obtained for the first and second derivatives were, therefore. 
+ (8a + b - 8c)y . - (8a + b - 8c)y, 
-I  i 
+ (0.25 + 0.50 (8a + b - Sc))?.] (3.60) 
and 
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[(-31a + 16b - c)y , + (32a - 32b + 16c)y_, 
12h 
+ (-2a + 32b - 30c)yQ + (32a - 32b + 16c)y^ 
+ (-31a + 16b - c^y^]• (3.61) 
Equations 3.60 and 3.61 were also used in the present numerical method 
for q-os 3 and 4 in the upstream region and for q-os M-3 and M-2 in the 
downstream region but with different p and q values than those used 
by Wilkinson. 
Several combinations of the parameters p and q were tried and the 
resultant differentiation procedures analyzed with respect to 
convergence and accuracy. The best choices of p and q were foimd to be 
0.25 and 0.40, respectively. It should be pointed out that Wilkinson's 
five point formulae used p = 0.25 and q = 0.443. 
The q-os 1, 2, M-1, and M also had to be treated as special cases. 
For q-os 2 and M-1, dy/dx was calculated with 
(3.62) 
and 
(3.63) 
followed with a smoothing of the form 
y-Q := 0.25y_i + 0.5yQ + 0.25yj (3.64) 
giving the expressions for dy/dx 
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•^) = :^ (-0.6041771 + 0.3333372 + O.lZSy^ 
+ 0.16667y^ - 0.020837.) (3.65) 
)^„ , • h - 0.16667y„.3 -
- 0.33333yy_i + 0.60417y^). (3.66) 
The second derivative was calculated with 
,2 
= -^ 2 (?! - Z.OTg + 73) (3.67) 
dx 2 h' 
and 
H )  ' 7 2  ( ^ M - 2  -  2 - O y M - l  +  V  ( 3 ' G S )  
M-1 
followed with the smoothing in Eqn. 3.64 to give 
2 d y \ _ 
d^2 / ^2 (0.729177^ - 1.1666772 + 0.1257] 
+ 0.333337, - 0.020837c) (3.69) 
2 
^ (-0.02083y„_. + 0.33333y__3 + O-USy^..^ 
dx /, , h 
M-1 
- 1.166677^_i + 0.729177%). (3.70) 
For q-os 1 and M, dy/dx was calculated b7 differentiating a 
parabola through three points, i.e., 
S)j ' h + 2^ 2 - 0-573) 
= h + O-SyM-a'- (3-72) 
M 
The second derivatives for q-os 1 and M were assumed to be the 
same as those at q-os 2 and M—2, respectivel7. 
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3.3.8. Validation of the streamline curvature method (SCA) 
The capabilities of the global streamline curvature prediction 
procedure (SCA) were tested by comparing computed cascade results with 
available analytical, numerical, and experimental data. Four cascade 
examples of inviscid, adiabatic flows were considered (some of these 
examples are treated in greater detail again later after reanalysis 
and boundary layer procedures have been considered). In each example, 
uniform grid spacing, h, with a total of 39 q-os and 9 streamlines 
were used. These values were found from numerical experimentation with 
the method to give the best accuracy and convergence characteristics. 
The first example (El) considered two-dimensional, incompressible 
flow in a compressor cascade for which an analytical solution based on 
conformai mapping was obtained by Gostelow (1965). The cascade geometry 
and calculation region are shown in Fig. 3.10. 
This example presented a difficult convergence problem due to the 
high grid aspect ratio involved (see Fig. 3.5). The predicted and 
theoretical distributions of surface pressure coefficient are shown in 
Fig. 3.11. The SCA results agree very well with the conformai mapping 
solution except in the leading edge region where the accurate calculation 
of derivatives becomes difficult due to the rapid change in curvature 
around the leading edge. The calculated ^2 also agrees well with the 
theoretical value. Figure 3.12 shows further comparisons of the SCA 
results obtained with the two trailing-edge options. The angle was 
matched with the theoretical value for the input option. 
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Figure 3-10. Geometry and calculation region for Gostelow (1965) 
cascade. T/B^ = 1.239, d/B% = 0.985. Bi and $2 are 
theoretical values. 
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of predicted profile pressure distribution with analytical solution 
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As can be seen, the results are nearly the same except for very small 
differences in pressure coefficient in the leading- and trailing-edge 
regions. The solution with the calculated option was found to 
converge faster than that in the input option. 
Example E2 involved calculation of Hobson's second inrpulse cascade 
which was designed with the "indirect" hodograph method reported by 
Hobson (1974). The flow was subsonic at both upstream and downstream 
stations with a supersonic pocket at about 50% of axial chord on the 
suction side. The airfoils in cascade and the calculation regions are 
shown in Fig. 3.13. The sharp leading and trailing edges were modified 
by introducing very small fictitious circles to allow spline fitting 
of the profile for geometry input to the SCA analysis. 
The low grid aspect ratio in this case yielded quick convergence 
of the solution in spite of the high Mach number involved; therefore, 
grid aspect ratio proved to be a stronger constraint on convergence 
than Mach number. In Fig. 3.14 the computed distribution of the ratio 
of surface local velocity to critical velocity is compared with the 
hodograph design data, and also with results of the time-marching method 
reported by Denton (1975). The agreement with the theoretical data is 
excellent throughout. As Fig. 3.14 shows, the SCA method performed 
better in this problem than did Denton's. The SCA results obtained using 
the different trailing edge options are compared in Fig. 3.15 with gg 
matching the theoretical value for the input 6^ option. Again, nearly 
identical results were obtained with small discrepancies towards the 
trailing edge. The solution with the calculated Bg option converged more 
M, - 0.571) 
/ y 
^ v<3.877° ^2" 43. 
Figure 3.13. Geometry and calculation region for Hobson's second impulse cascade. 
Hobson (1974). = 0.5259, d/B^ = 0.999. Mj, and are 
theoretical value». 
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Figure 3.14. Comparison of predicted profile velocity distribution 
•with Hobson (1974) theoretical (design) solution. 
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slowly than the input 6^ option in this case. The sharp trailing edge 
geometry in both examples El and E2 helped in providing good agreement 
between the theoretical and the SCA solutions for the two trailing edge 
options. Such good agreement should not be expected in general for 
cascades with rounded trailing edges. 
Example E3 dealt with compressible flow through a turbine cascade 
with a small supersonic region on the suction side close to the throat. 
The airfoils and cascade geometry are shown in Fig. 3.16. This cascade 
is representative of turbine nozzle cascades for current aircraft gas 
turbine applications. 
The combination of high grid aspect ratio, high Mach number, and 
change in stream sheet thickness through the cascade made convergence of 
the solution for this case difficult. The predicted distribution of the 
ratio of surface local velocity to critical velocity is compared in 
Fig. 3.17 with experimental data reported by Huffman et al. (1971). The 
exit gas angle, B2» in Fig. 3.17 was calculated to satisfy continuity 
from Eqn. 3.48 with the measured values of Az^/Az^, AP^, N^, 
and M^. The agreement between experimental and calculated surface 
velocities obtained after modification of the Az distribution inside the 
cascade is reasonable in the front part of the cascade and deteriorates 
somewhat towards the rear part. The distribution of upstream stream 
sheet thickness to local value (as shown in the top graph) was obtained 
after several tries in which Az was adjusted so that calculated and 
experimental surface velocity distributions matched reasonably well. 
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Figure 3.16. Geometry and calculation region for Huffman et al 
(1971) . turbine nozzle cascade. 
t/B^ = 1.13, d/Bx = 0.992, Mp 6^, and 62 are 
experimental values. 
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The determined distribution also matched the two experimental Az^/Az 
points given downstream of the trailing edge. Upstream of the leading 
edge, the endwall boundary layer was assumed to be negligible, giving, 
therefore, Az^/Az = 1.0 in this region. Inside the cascade and down­
stream, Az^/Az < 1.0 was required, indicating an increase in stream 
sheet thickness. This seemingly unusual behavior may be explained in 
terms of three-dimensional endwall flow effects and penetration of 
secondary flows which are known to affect the midspan two-dimensionality 
in cascades having moderate to low aspect ratios (the aspect ratio for 
this cascade was not reported). 
In an experimental investigation of three-dimensional flow in a 
large-scale turbine cascade, Langston et al. (1977) found that the flow 
is predominated by three-dimensional separation of the endwall boundary 
layer just ahead of the leading edge of the airfoil. The entering 
boundary layer rolls up to form a strong passage vortex which interacts 
with the airfoil boundary layer on the suction side of the cascade 
passage. A new endwall boundary layer is formed downstream of the 
three-dimensional separation. This boundary layer is extremely thin, 
having a strong cross flow component from pressure to suction side 
within the passage. As a consequence, the pressure distribution on the 
airfoils is modified from a potential distribution through the three-
dimensional effects due to the endwalls, with a pronounced "unloading" 
of the distributions as the endwall is approached. This effect may be 
evident along the entire span of the airfoil for low aspect ratio cases. 
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Lines of constant Mach number in the flow field for Example E3 
are shown in Fig. 3.18. A strong acceleration around the airfoil 
leading edge on the suction side and relatively uniform flow on the 
pressure side are indicated by the contours. Also, an approximately 
uniform distribution of Mach number is shown downstream of the throat. 
The final leading- and trailing-edge wedge positions, achieved after 
periodicity of the flow was satisfied for the SCA solutions, are also 
shown in Fig. 3.18. Different trailing edge option surface velocity 
distributions calculated by SCA are presented in Fig. 3.19. Both 
distributions are very much the same except close to the trailing edge 
where the input 3^ results show a stronger reacceleration on the 
suction side with a second transonic region indicated. Also, it is 
noted that the velocities are not equal at the trailing edge q-o in the 
case of the. input 6^ option. 
The fourth and final example E4 considered an impulse cascade 
typical of steam turbine rotors. The cascade, presented in Fig. 3.20, 
was designed with the geometry design program, GDPLS, described in 
Chapter 2. The purpose of this example was to compare numerical solu­
tions from SCA with those from the blade-to-blade program (TSONIC) 
reported by Katsanis (1969). The TSONIC results, using steam properties, 
were reported by Hamm (1980). 
Convergence of the SCA solution was easily obtained in this example 
by using the normal calculated damping factor. For SCA computations, the 
steam was assumed to be a perfect gas with a specific heat ratio of 1.308. 
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The distributions of the ratio of surface local velocity to critical 
velocity at two different incidence angles are shown in Figs. 3.21 and 
3.22. The comparisons with TSONIC are very encouraging as can be seen 
in these figures. A trailing edge problem with TSONIC can also be 
observed which consists of erratic prediction of velocities in this 
region if the input 6^ is not close to the value satisfying trailing 
edge periodicity. It is interesting to note that, for the specified 
total inlet conditions (T^^ = 466.8 K and = 413.69 kPa abs (60 
psla)), the use of steam (real gas) properties in TSONIC did not 
appreciably alter the solution flow field from that calculated by SCA 
using perfect gas relationships. 
The computations were carried out on the VAX PDP-11 and on the 
1TEL-AS6 computers of Iowa State University. Computational details 
are presented in Table 3.1 below. 
Table 3.1. SCA Computational Details 
Example 1 ^ No. of outer 
iterations 
Avg. No. of inner 
iterations 
CPU se 
VAX PDP-11 ITEL-AS6 
El cal. 4 30 77 
El in. 6 27 100 
E2 cal. 6 6 33 — 
E2 in. 4 7 29 — 
E3 cal. 10 . 26 230 
E3 in. 6 50 252 
E4, i=5. 46° cal. 10 6 46 10.83 
E4, i=0. 00° cal. 10 6 50 12.83 
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Figure 3.21. Comparison of predicted profile velocities with 
TSONIC results. Incidence of 5.46°. 
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Figure 3,22. Comparison of predicted profile velocities with 
TSONIC results. Incidence of 0.0°. 
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4. INVISCID REANALYSIS OF LEADING EDGE 
4.1. Introduction 
The importance of accurate and detailed calculation of leading 
edge inviscid flow has long been recognized by workers engaged in the 
prediction of blade-to-blade flows. Hansen (1978), for instance, 
points out that to model laminar separation the inviscid leading edge 
velocity distribution must be accurately calculated, particularly the 
magnitude of the peak velocity. 
This chapter presents the details of the reanalysis procedure 
developed in this investigation and checks its validity by comparing 
the numerical results with theoretical data. Also, a brief review is 
made of numerical techniques previously used, or that can be used, in 
this kind of magnified flow analysis around the airfoil leading edge. 
4.2. Review of Previous Reanalysis Techniques 
Katsanis and McNally (1969) were the first to produce a computer 
program to calculate velocities in a magnified region in a blade-to-
blade plane. The analysis used a finite difference technique in terms 
of the stream function with an orthogonal grid (Grid A in Fig. 4.1). 
Two problems can be envisioned with Grid A. First, the grid spacing 
is refined in the x and y directions; however, the distance along the 
airfoil between grid lines is not refined to the same degree, especially 
in regions of high surface inclination such as at the leading edge. 
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GRID A GRID B 
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Figure 4.1. Reanalysis meshes. 
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As a result, the velocity peak might still be missed even though the mesh 
has been refined. Second, the surface velocities must be calculated from 
information at adjacent grid points. The results obtained are likely to 
be inaccurate, particularly in regions of high velocity gradient such as 
at the leading edge. Marsh (1968) has reported a finite difference 
scheme in terms of stream function which partially alleviated this latter 
problem by locating grid points on the airfoil. The grid is made up by 
pitchwise lines and lines following the airfoil profile as shown for 
Grid B in Fig. 4.1. This nonorthogonal mesh has not been used for 
reanalysis purposes as yet, but its application should not present 
difficulties. 
The body-fitted Grid C in Fig. 4.1 was reported by Thompson et al. 
(1974). This nonorthogonal mesh is generated by taking the coordinate 
system to be the solution of an elliptic partial differential system 
in the physical plane with Dirichlet boundary conditions on all 
boundaries. The grid in the physical plane is then transformed into a 
rectangular mesh and the transformed stream function equation solved 
there by finite difference technique. This procedure solves the problems 
inherent to Grids A and B; however, the solution is rather involved due 
to the attendant transformations. 
Caspar et al. (1979) solved the magnified or reanalysis problem 
using the body-fitted orthogonal mesh Grid D shown in Figure 4.1. 
The solution is carried out in the physical plane by means of a finite 
area technique in terms of the velocity potential. This procedure has 
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the advantages of the body-fitted mesh without incurring complicated 
transformations and is perhaps the best choice among the techniques 
reviewed here. 
4.3. The Present Finite Area Reanalysis Method (REA) 
The reanalysis procedure developed in this investigation for two-
dimensional adiabatic flows is based on the finite area techniques 
presented by Caspar et al. (1979) and by McDonald (1971). The Grid D 
in Fig. 4.1 is used and the solution obtained in terms of the stream 
function, directly using the information provided by the global SCA. 
High subsonic flow can be handled, allowing also for changes in stream 
sheet thickness. 
Results obtained in the global SCA are used to interpolate for 
values of stream function on the boundaries of the assigned computational 
region. In the interpolation procedure, advantage is taken of the fact 
that smoothed quartics used in the global SCA approximate the streamlines. 
4.3.1. Governing equations 
The equations to be solved must be valid not only around the 
leading edge, but for any small region within the cascade flow field. 
The two-dimensional continuity equation and the irrotationality condi­
tion are combined to obtain the equation to be approximated with the 
finite area technique. 
The two-dimensional continuity equation, as modified by Wu (1952) 
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to include stream sheet thickness, Az, is 
(upAz) + ^  (vpAz) = 0. (4.1) 
A stream function, can be defined by 
Pr,i Az aip Pm 3^ 
u  =  K  — —  —  ,  v = - K — —  —  ( 4 . 2 )  
p Az 9y p Az 3x 
where K is a normalizing constant to be determined from the periodicity 
conditions imposed on u, v, and . Thus, 
p Az 
II (x,y+T) = ||- (x,y) (4.3) 
1^ (%,y+r) = 1^ (x,y). (4.4) 
Therefore, 
Tp(x,y4-T) - ^(x,y) = constant. (4.5) 
K is now chosen so that the constant in Eqn. 4.5 is unity, i.e., 
K =  u^p^  ( s ee  Appendix  2 ) .  
For two-dimensional irrotational flow 
(4 .6 )  3v 3u 
ax ~ 3y * 
If the following density ratio is defined 
a  =  — - (4 .7 )  
p Az 
then, from Eqns. 4.2, 4.6, and 4.7, we obtain 
I ?  f ^ H  '  =  »  
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or, 
V • (oVip) = 0. (4.9) 
The isentropic relationship between density ratio and Mach number 
can now be written as 
— 1 
— = (1 - ^  0^) (4.10) 
" H 
where CQ is the speed of sound at the stagnation temperature. 
From the perfect gas law and for constant stagnation temperature, a 
total pressure ratio, ri, can be defined as 
Therefore, Eqn. 4.10 becomes 
qa^~^ - qaCT^"^^ -1 = 0 (4.12) 
where 
q  =  (4 .13 )  
and 
a  =  .  (4 .14 )  
The constant "a" can also be written after some manipulation as 
a = sinf 6^ (a]"^ - (4.15) 
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Equation 4.9, which is a combination of the continuity equation and 
the irrotationality condition, and Eqn. 4.12, which is a form of the 
energy equation, are used to perform the reanalysis with the constant "a" 
given by Eqn. 4.15. It should be noted that the constant "a" links the 
reanalysis with the global solution via the upstream boundary conditions. 
The elliptic boundary value problem to be solved is illustrated in 
F ig .  4 .2 .  
4 .3 .2 .  Computa t iona l  f l ow  f i e ld  
The reanalysis computational flow field with two computational 
elements noted is shown in Fig. 4.3. The extension d^ of the mesh in 
the axial direction, which can be varied, is required to be large 
enough so that the normal boundaries of the mesh are far enough removed 
from the leading edge so that they have negligible effect on the flow 
close to the leading edge. Similarly, the extension d^ normal to the 
airfoil (also variable) should be large enough so that the leading edge 
wedge from the global solution lies inside the computational region. 
Also, d^ must be controlled to avoid running the mesh into the next 
airfoil. 
The mesh is made up of 45 lines normal to the airfoil and 9 trans­
verse curves (including the airfoil contour) around the profile. The 
point spacing along the normals is exponential, increasing from the 
airfoil towards the outer boundary. The spacing along the airfoil is 
uniform around the leading edge circle and then exponential from the 
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(SUCTION SIDE) 
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(PRESSURE SIDE) 
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•STAGNATION 
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Figure 4.2. Solution domain for the reanalysis boundary value problem. 
Equations 4.9 and 4.12 are solved for stream function ij; 
and density ratio a at interior points. 
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AIRFOIL LEADING 
EDGE PROFILE 
Figure 4.3. Reanalysis computational mesh. Two example 
computational elements are shown. 
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circle tangency points to the normal mesh boundaries. 
The main advantages of this grid are: 
( i )  The  spac ing  o f  the  normal  l ines  a long  the  a i r fo i l  sur face  
allows high resolution in determining the velocity peak 
and the stagnation point. 
( i i )  The  l oca t ion  o f  gr id  po in t s  on  the  a i r fo i l  exped i t e s  the  
accurate  ca l cu la t ion  o f  sur face  ve loc i t i e s .  
Initially, a certain number of normals are assigned to the leading 
edge circle. Half of the remaining normals are then assigned to the 
suction and pressure sides, respectively. A graphical display should 
be obtained to check the resultant mesh; in particular, any cross over 
of normals must be avoided. 
4 .3 .3 .  Numer ica l  approx imat ion  
The transverse curves of the mesh are constructed by joining the 
mesh points established on the normals with straight lines. The mesh 
thus formed is nonorthogonal; however, deviation from orthogonality is 
small, decreasing as the spacing of the normals is refined. Finite 
area equations are written at each mesh point in terms of quantities at 
the  mesh  po in t  and  a t  s i x  ne ighbor ing  po in t s  such  a s  shown in  F ig .  4 .4 .  
Around each mash point, Q^, with neighbors, Q.. .... Q^, a six-
sided polygon, DQ, is constructed whose sides are the perpendicular 
b i sec tors  o f  the  ne ighbor  l ines  de f ined  in  F ig .  4 .4 .  Equat ion  4 .9  i s  
integrated over after first converting it to a line integral around 
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Figure 4.4. . geometry of the computational element. Lines and 
sli of the element are denoted £ and s, respectively. 
Ill 
the boundary of using Gauss' integral theorem, and then approximating 
the result as follows: 
/v • (aVrl)) dA = 0 (4.16) 
or 
J  7  •  dA =.  ^ cr | |d s  (4 .17 )  
and 
6 ^ ^ 
( f a  d s  =  1  0  s  = 0 .  ( 4 . 1 8 )  
DJ nil " » 
Here, (t|^  ^ - is a first order approximation of the derivative of 
in the direction of the outward normal and a is the average, 4(a + a ). 
m Z m 0 
If Eqn. 4.18 is satisfied at each mesh point, mass continuity is 
locally preserved. Moreover, since the mesh polygons cover the reanalysis 
region, mass continuity is globally preserved. On a uniform rectangular 
mesh, approximation 4.18 reduces to the well known second order accurate 
five point finite difference approximation. The polygon deviates 
very little from a rectangle due to the "quasi-orthogonality" of the 
mesh. Therefore, the approximation is expected to remain second order 
accurate; this is shown in Caspar et al. (1979). The sides s^ and s^ 
are typically several orders cf magnitude smaller than the remaining 
sides. This fact considerably alleviates the problem of negative areas 
which might arise with re-entrant closure of the polygon in some cases, 
or if the neighboring mesh points are not properly chosen. 
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An important advantage of Eqn. 4.18 is that the approximation of 
only first derivatives is required. 
4 .3 .4 .  Genera l  descr ip t ion  o f  ca l cu la t ion  
A general discussion of the reanalysis procedure is given below. 
A flow diagram of the programmed reanalysis method (REA) is shown in 
F ig .  4 .5 .  
1. The body-fitted mesh is constructed from the known airfoil 
geometry, the mesh extensions in the axial direction and normal to the 
profile, and the number of normals assigned around the leading edge 
circle. Values of stream function ^ and density ratio a are then inter­
polated on the boundaries of the computational mesh from the global SCA 
results. The stream function is set to zero on the airfoil. 
2. The mesh points at which is to be found are ordered, P^, 
..., P^ (L = 301) outward along the normal lines starting on the normal 
next to the boundary on the pressure side and ending on the normal next 
to the boundary on the suction side. This way of numbering the mesh 
points ensures a densely packed banded coefficient matrix. Equation 
4.18 and the appropriate boundary conditions are then applied at each 
mesh point to set the system 
A ip  =  b .  (4 .19 )  
Here, ijj is the vector of Jp values, b the vector of zeros or 
boundary information, and A is an L x L block tridiagonal coefficient 
matrix. 
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Figure 4.5. General computing flow diagram for reanalysis program (REA). 
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3. Writing Eqn. 4.18 on mesh points next to the boundaries involves 
a values on the boundaries. These values are obtained by interpolation 
from the global SCA results using the same procedure as used for the 
stream function. As an alternative, cr values could be assumed" on the 
boundaries and updated as the calculation proceeds. However, as will be 
seen later, this procedure involves the calculation of jVip] on the 
boundaries which is difficult. This problem does not arise for points 
on the airfoil where can be accurately calculated due to the close 
point spacing and the fact that Vip acts normal to the airfoil. The 
smallest cr value on the mesh boundaries is then assumed to exist through­
out the inner mesh points and on the airfoil to start the calculations. 
4. The coefficient matrix A, which depends upon mesh geometry and 
a, and the vector b containing the boundary information are now computed. 
The block tridiagonal system 4.19 is then solved using an algorithm for 
a banded system of linear equations presented by Dongarra et al. (1979). 
The solution of the system 4.19 provides a new vector 
5. The new vector ip is used to calculate IVij;] at every inner mesh 
po in t  and  on  the  a i r fo i l .  A l so  O can  now be  updated  through  Eqn .  4 .12  
using Newton's method to solve for the new a's starting from the old 
values. This is done at every mesh points where a new |Vip| is obtained. 
Ô. Convergence of the iteration procedure is checked at this point 
and the calculation continued with Step 4 if necessary. The convergence 
criteria are that the ma-sn'-mmn changes in and 0 from one iteration to 
the next be both less than 0.0005. Thus, a minimum of two iterative 
steps is indicated even for the linear incompressible case. 
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4 .3 .5 .  In terpo la t ion  o f  boundary  va lues  
The interpolation procedure used to obtain the stream function, 
and density ratio, O, on the mesh boundaries is described below in 
connec t ion  w i th  F ig .  4 .6 .  The  procedure  takes  advantage  o f  the  fac t  
that the smoothed quartics used in the global solution approximate the 
streamlines. 
The interpolation is initiated by locating the first q-o upstream 
of the point (P) at which ip is to be found together with the streamline 
immediately below the point. On this streamline, it is necessary to 
interpolate the y coordinate, y^, at Xp (measured from the first q-o 
upstream of point P). This is done by fitting a quartic of the form 
y = ax^ + bx^ + cx^ + dx + y^ (4.20) 
through the equally spaced points of coordinates y_2, y_^, y^, y^ and y^ 
giving the following relationship for the coefficients: 
0 .5y_2  -  2y _ i  + 3yQ - 2y^ + O.Sy^ 
12h4 
(4 .21 )  
b = -^-2 " 
12h 
-0 .5y  +  8y  ,  -  15y  +  8y^  -  0 .5y_  
c  =  ^ i (4.23)  
12h 
a = IzCJZzllfZCZl (4.24) 
12h 
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Figure 4.6, Basic reanalysis interpolation scheme. 
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The coordinate interpolated with Eqn. 4.20 is subsequently 
smoothed with the general smoothing formula of Eqn. 3.56. The same 
procedure is followed to obtain the coordinate y^ of point c on the 
streamline immediately above point P, and the coordinate y^ of point 
a below point b. The points a, b, and c of coordinate (y^,^^), 
and then provide the necessary information to set up a three-
point Lagrangian interpolation polynomial to solve for knowing y^. 
This procedure worked well for the outer mesh boundary; however, 
erratic values were interpolated on the normal boundaries, particularly 
at points next to the airfoil. 
A practical solution to the normal boundary interpolation problem 
was found when the reanalysis results for two assumed distributions of 
ip on these boundaries were compared. First, the distribution of ^ was 
calculated by fitting a second order polynomial through the point on the 
airfoil and the two outermost points on the normal boundary. Second, a 
linear distribution of ip between the airfoil point and the next outermost 
point was assumed. Figure 4.7 compares the reanalysis results for 
airfoil pressure distribution obtained with the two assumed iD distribu­
tions on the boundary normal to the suction side. As can be observed, 
the effects of different $ distributions do not propagate far into the 
upstream region, i.e., the solution is dominated by the outer boundary. 
Also, the correct distribution of ijj is seen to lie between the linear 
and the quadratic distributions assumed above. 
An iterative procedure was then devised wherein the differences 
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Figure 4.7. Effects of i p  distribution along boundary normal to 
suction side on computed airfoil pressure distribution. 
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between the linear and the quadratic values were decreased by a 
constant factor and the reanalysis performed with this "in between" 
distribution. The obtained reanalysis pressure coefficient was com­
pared with the global pressure coefficient on the airfoil. The 
iteration stopped when both pressure coefficients were very similar or 
when the allowed number of iterations was exceeded. This iteration 
was set for the suction side only, which was the side most susceptible 
to the distribution along the normal boundary. The quadratic distri­
bution was used for the pressure side even though a similar iteration 
could be used. 
A similar procedure was used to adjust the a distribution along the 
normal boundaries in the compressible case with the airfoil C value 
obtained by interpolation from the global solution. 
Finally, the reanalysis results on the last three normals to the 
suction side and on the first two normals to the pressure side were 
neglected. Therefore, the valid reanalysis results go from normal 
number  3  through  normal  number  42 .  
4 . 3 .6 .  Approx imat ion  o f  s t ream func t ion  grad ient  
The derivatives 3t}>/Sx and 3^/3y are needed to calculate the modulus 
of the gradient of the stream function, } Vip}, which in turn is used to 
update  a  w i th  Eqn .  4 . 12 .  
The approach followed in this investigation was to approximate ij; 
in the neighborhood of a mesh point by a quadratic polynomial of the form 
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2 2 
^ + a 2% + a^y + a^xy + a^x + a^y (A. 25) 
The coefficients in Eqn. 4.25 are obtained by a least squares fit through 
the data at the mesh point and its eight natural neighbors. The deriva­
tives of Tp are then approximated by the derivatives of this quadratic. 
The 6x6 system of equations formed at each mesh point when the 
least squares theory is applied (see Appendix E) can be written in 
the form 
S  a  =  f  (4 .26 )  
S in Eqn. 4.26 is the coefficient matrix and depends only on the 
x,y coordinates of the eight natural neighbors; therefore, its inverse 
can be calculated at the beginning of the calculation and stored for 
subsequent use. The vector a contains the unknowns a^ through a^. The 
vector f depends on the values of ip at the eight natural neighbors and 
is updated from one iteration to the next. 
On the airfoil boundary, the eight nearest neighbor points to the 
boundary point were used in Eqn. 4.26. The derivatives dip/^x, d^/dy 
were evaluated at the inner mesh points and at the points on the 
airfoil bovindary. 
4 .3 .7 .  Va l ida t ion  o f  reana lys i s  method  (REA)  
The capabilities of the reanalysis finite area method (REA.) were 
explored by comparing the computed results with available analytical 
data. Two test cases were considered, one involving the temperature 
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distribution in a two-dimensional slab, and the other an incompres­
sible adiabatic leading edge flow reanalysis. The main features of the 
examples are presented below. 
In the first test case, the steady state temperature distribution 
in a two-dimensional slab with constant conductivity was commuted. The 
governing equation for this problem is Laplace's equation 
V •  VT =  0  (4 .27 )  
which can be solved theoretically by separation of variables. The pur­
pose of this example was the validation of the different algorithms used 
in setting up the block tridiagonal system 4.19 to approximate 
Laplace's equation. Also, the LINPACK banded system solver (see Dongarra 
et al. (1979)) was tested with respect to accuracy and speed. The 
geometry of the problem simulates a stretched leading edge reanalysis 
mesh. Figure 4.8 shows the geometry, computational mesh, and boundary 
conditions as well as the computed and theoretical temperature distribu­
tions along the midline of the slab. As can be observed, the accuracy 
of the finite area solution is excellent. The banded system solver 
proved to be extremely quick and accurate, which was the prime requirement 
of this algorithm in the REA program. 
The second test case considered the leading edge reanalysis of the 
Gostelow (1965) compressor cascade calculated as example El with the 
global streamline curvature analysis. As already mentioned, the 
analytical solution for this cascade was obtained by conformai mapping. 
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of computed and theoretical solutions for 
steady state temperature distribution in a two-dimensional 
slab. The isothermal boundary conditions, computing mesh, 
and a six-point element used are indicated. 
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The cascade geometry and the reanalysis computational mesh are shown in 
Fig. 4.9. The mesh was extended 20% of axial chord in the axial 
direction and 25% of axial chord in the direction normal to the airfoil. 
The predicted reanalysis and global distributions of surface 
pressure  coe f f i c i en t  are  compared  w i th  theore t i ca l  va lues  in  F ig .  4 .10 .  
As can be seen, essentially perfect agreement in the leading edge region 
was obtained with the reanalysis. The small oscillation in pressure 
coefficient values observed around the leading edge suction surface was 
caused  by  the  sp l ine  f i t  o f  the  a i r fo i l  geometry .  A  smooth  sp l ine  f i t  
around the leading edge of an airfoil is difficult to achieve, and usually 
a small ripple in the profile is introduced by the fitting process. A 
remarkably good resolution of the leading stagnation point can also be 
observed  in  F ig .  4 .10 .  
Further REA results in compressible flow situations are compared 
with experimental data in a later chapter to validate the complete 
blade-to-blade flow and boundary layer prediction procedure. 
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Figure 4:9. Cascade geometry and reanalysis computational mesh for Gostelow (1965) cascade. 
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5. INTEGRAL BOUÎTOARY LAYER ANALYSIS 
5.1. Introduction 
The dissipation-integral boundary layer calculation procedure used 
in this investigation for two-dimensional compressible boundary layers 
is described. Results obtained with this method are compared with exper­
imental boundary layer flows to document the development of the scheme. 
A prime requirement placed on the procedure was that it should 
provide rapid calculation of the profile boundary layer development on 
an airfoil in order that design and analysis iterations could be quickly 
performed as demanded by the turbine cascade design system. An integral 
method, therefore, was preferred over more sophisticated and time-
consuming field methods for boundary layer analysis. The implication was 
to give up some generality of approach in favor of speed of calculation. 
In this application, the dissipation-integral method of Walz (1969) 
has been extensively modified to include improved empirical auxiliary 
relations in turbulent boundary layer calculations. Also, since the 
profile boundary layer is highly transitional in turbine cascades, the 
laminar and turbulent calculations have been linked through appropriate 
transition models. In addition, the important effects of wall curvature 
and free scream turbulence level on the development of the turbulent 
boundary layer have been included. Wake mixing calculation methods are 
used to determine the losses due to profile boundary layers and wake 
mixing. 
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5 .2 .  The  D i s s ipa t ion- In tegra l  Boundary  Layer  Ca lcu la t ion  Method  
The dissipation-integral method presented by Walz (1969) was 
programmed in this investigation to perform the profile boundary layer 
calculation. The method and solution procedure applies to both laminar 
and  turbu lent  boundary  l ayers ,  w i th  or  w i thout  hea t  t rans fer .  D i f f erent  
sets of auxiliary relations are needed in the laminar and turbulent 
cases for closure of the system of equations to be solved. 
5 .2 .1 .  Br ie f  ou t l ine  o f  the  theory  
The basic ordinary differential equations for the boundary layer 
are the mean momentum and energy integral equations 
^  y  °  (2  +  -  Mf)  =  (5 .1 )  
dS^ dug/ds 8^ ^0 a f /ob  u  ru  
ds + S— (3 + 2 g- - Mg) . J- j T du (5.2) 
s 3 Pj Uj 0 
which are written for the coordinate "s" along the boundary of the flow. 
The following remarks and assumptions pertain to Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2: 
( i )  The  f l ow  boundary  i s  a  smooth ,  two-d imens iona l  impermeable  
wall. 
( i i )  Incompress ib l e  (Mg =  0 )  or  shock  f ree  compress ib l e  f l ows  
(Ng < 5) can be treated-
( i i i )  The  shear  s t re s s  Tg  a t  the  edge  o f  the  boundary  l ayer  i s  
as sumed  neg l ig ib l e .  Th i s  a s sumpt ion  i s  acceptab le  for  
turbulent boundary layers with low free stream turbulence 
level. 
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(iv) The Reynolds normal stress terms are neglected in comparison 
2 
with T /Pf.u~. This is a reasonable assumption for turbulent 
w 0 0 
layers with low free stream turbulence level and removed 
from the separation point. 
(v) Wall curvature effects on the development of the turbulent 
boundary layer are neglected. 
The boundary layer integral parameters entering Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2 
are defined below (with subscript "u" referring to quantities depending 
only on the velocity distribution in the boundary layer): 
displacement thickness 
 ^= //' - % ».3) 
momentum loss thickness 
energy loss thickness 
6 2 6 2 
'3 -
density loss thickness 
§ P 
«4 -
In these definitions, y is the coordinate normal to the boundary of the 
flow, Ug is the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer and 6 is the 
physical thickness of the boundary layer which extends normally from the 
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flow boundary to the point where u = 0.99 u^. 
* * * 
The shape factors ^32' ^ 32» ^43 defined as 
«12 = «l)u'«2^u 4 = S1/S2 (5-7) 
H32 . («3),/(«2)„ 4 = «3/S2 «•« 
H43 = «4/S3 (5.9) 
The local skin friction coefficient c^ and the shear work (or 
"dissipation") integral c^, which represents the rate of energy transfer 
from the mean velocity field into turbulence in an infinitesimal slice 
of the boundary layer, are introduced: 
Cj = (5.10) 
1 r , \ 3u H L T:(y) 17 (5-11) 
The tilde emphasizes that these definitions are half the more conven­
tional forms. Also, a length parameter is defined for mathematical 
convenience as 
Z = S, R5 (5.12) 
^ ^2 
in which n = 1 for laminar and n = 0.268 for turbulent boundary layers. 
Rg is the local Reynolds number Substitution of the 
definitions from Eqns. 5.7 through 5.12 into Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2 gives 
the governing relations 
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in which 
du./ds du /ds u. 
= ° «.13) 
0 0 w 
dH_ * dUf/ds F,, 
= (2 + n) + (1 + n) - Mg (5.15) 
F^ = (1 + n) Cg Rg (5.16) 
F, = 1 - H;, + 2 n;, (5.17) 
^4 ^§2 ~ ^32^* (5.18) 
With the compressible local skin friction coefficient from Eqn. 5.10 
rewritten in the form (see Walz (1969)) 
rc; io\ °®32> ^2 \ f«2>u 
the functions F^ and F^ in Eqns. 5.16 and 5.17 become 
^2 
F^ = (1 + n) aCBgg) (5.20) 
g 
^4 ^ 2 ~ ^ (^32^ (Sg)^ ®32^' (5.21) 
Therefore, Eqns. 5.13 and 5.14 together with the F functions in Eqns. 
5.15, 5.17, 5.20, and 5.21 constitute a simultaneous system of equations 
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for the two parameters Z(s) and BggCs). The choice of shape factor 
as dependent variable along with Z is largely a matter of convenience; 
^12' instance, could just as well have been chosen. The F functions 
•k 
and the parameter Eqn. 5.14 must, therefore, be expressed as 
functions of for the system to be determinate. 
The following relationships between shape parameters can be 
derived (see Walz (1969)) 
hi = ^ «I <«32 - (5.22) 
<«2>u 
H43 = r-^-^M^ (1 - -&-) (5.23) 
^32 
where the usual Prandtl's assumption, i.e., 3p/3y = 0 across the 
boundary layer was made along with the perfect gas assumption. Use was 
also made of Van Driest's coupling law between temperature and velocity 
profiles which reads 
0 0 0 0 
where T^ is the "recovery temperature" and r is the "recovery factor." 
The parameter S is a heat transfer parameter defined as 
T - T 
e = -ê  ^  . (5.25)  
e ~ ^6 
Up to this point, the development has involved no empirical 
* 
approximations; however, the F functions and be expressed as 
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functions of only through the assumption of an empirical one-
parameter trial solution for the velocity profile, or, equivalently, by 
using experimental data to obtain the functional relations. Therefore, 
the system 5.13 and 5.14 can be solved if the following auxiliary 
relations are provided: 
6 * 
- M_, 0) (5.26) 
(*2)u (Sziu 32' a 
a = a  (Egg) (5 .27)  
^ ^ (B32) (5.28) 
H32 = H*2 (H32) (5.29) 
Hi2 = H^2 (^32)' (5.30) 
The sets of auxiliary relations for the laminar and turbulent boundary 
layer cases are discussed in the following two paragraphs. 
5.2.1.1. Laminar boundary layer auxiliary relations For laminar 
boundary layers, the auxiliary relations needed are found by assuming 
that the velocity profile in any laminar boundary layer can be well 
approximated by Kartree's similar profiles. These profiles are solutions 
to accelerating or decelerating flows of the type UG(s) = s™ (see Walz 
(1969)). The advantage of using Hartree's profiles is that velocities 
u > Ug inside the boundary layer are avoided. This mathematical 
deficiency arises in other families of trial velocity profiles 
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(such as Pohlhausen's) in the case of very strongly accelerated flows 
as occur around the leading edge of an airfoil. 
The auxiliary relation 5.26 can be derived by using Van Driest's 
coupling law in Eqn. 5.24, and by assuming that a suitable average for 
the density in the form P/Pg = Tg/T can be taken outside the integral 
definition of ô^. The following expression is then obtained: 
^2 1 
(^2)u 1 + r (H32 - 8) (2 - Hgg) <î> (Mg) 
(5.31) 
where. 
= 0.936 - 0.0572 Mg. (5.32)* 
* 
The auxiliary relation 5.29 is to a first approximation ~ ^ 32' 
It is therefore suggested that 
H32 = H32 ^  (H32, Mg, 9) (5.33) 
or 
H32 = H32 (1 + (2 - H32) 9)) (5.34) 
with given by 
8) = 0.0114 Mg (2 - 8)°'G. (5.35)* 
The compressible laminar dissipation integral for the auxiliary 
relation 5.28 is given by Walz (1969) as 
* 
Equations denoted by an asterisk are experimentally obtained. 
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in which 
= 6uL ®32> X (Mj, e. H32) (5.37) 
and in which is obtained by integration of Hartree's velocity 
profiles, to give 
^uL (B32) " 0.1573 + 1.691 " 1.515)^*^^^. (5.38) 
Also, in Eqn. 5.37 
X(Mg, 8, S22) 
= { 1 + r Mg [(I.I6OH22 - 1.072) - 8(2832 - 2.581) ]j 
1 + r Mg (1 - 8) I (5.39) 
, w 
in the development of which the Van Driest coupling law was again used, 
and a functional relation between average viscosity and average temper­
ature was assumed in the form 
Û T ^ 
— = (Y~) (5.40) 
w w 
with ti3 = 0.7 for a wide range of temperatures. 
Finally, the auxiliary relations 5.28 and 5.31 ara obtained by 
straight-forward use of the analytical expressions for Hartree's 
profiles, giving 
a = 1.441 (S22 - 1.515)°'**° (5 .41)  
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and 
H^2 = 4.030 - 4.183 (BLg - 1.515)°*^^'^^. (5.42) 
5.2.1.2. Turbulent boundary layer auxiliary relations For pur­
poses of determining the integral parameters of the boundary layer 
analysis method. Coles' formulation of the turbulent velocity profiles 
can be used in the form 
y 
h r  I n  — s i n ^  i )  +  5 . 0  ( 5 . 4 3 )  u _ 
u^ ~ 0.41 V '  0.41 ^2 6 
in which H is Coles' profile parameter (see Coles (1968)). The short­
coming of this approach, however, is that the skin friction relationship 
involves a transcendental formulation. Therefore, more explicit 
experimental correlations are usually relied upon instead. 
The auxiliary relation 5.26 in the case of turbulent boundary 
layers is given by Eqn. 5.31 as in the laminar case but with $(Mg) 
given by 
#CMg) = 1 -  0.0719 Mg + 0.00419 M^. (5.44)* 
Also, the auxiliary relation 5.29 for either turbulent or laminary 
boundary layers is given by Eqns. 5.34 and 5.35. 
For the remaining auxiliary relations in Eqns. 5.27, 5.28, and 5.30, 
use is made of experimental results even though 812^^32)' instance, 
can be obtained by integrating Coles' formulation for different values 
of the parameter H. However, experimental correlations are preferred 
* 
Equations denoted by an asterisk are experimentally obtained. 
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because they provide more direct representation of the available data. 
Two different sets of experimental auxiliary relations were therefore 
proposed, and each set was tested with the developed boundary layer 
solution procedure. The results of the tests are described later in 
section 5.2.4. 
The first set of auxiliary relations (referred to as AR-EN) involve 
correlations presented by Escudier and Nicoll (1968) as given below. 
The auxiliary relation 5.27 is 
a = f(Ç) (R (5.45)' 
where 
and 
Ç 3 H32 - 1 +^3 H32 (3 ^ 32 (5.46) 
f(Ç) = 0.2435^ +-0.0376Ç - 0.00106 + 0.0914Ç^/(1+65/Ç) (5.47) 
£ = In [3.39 (R^ ),, g/Cl - S)(l + 2%)]. (5.48) 
The auxiliary relation 5.28 was given by Walz (1969) as 
'V % 
C^rx = C. (5.49) 
î "Di («2)^ 
with the incompressible dissipation integral given by Escudier and 
Nicoll (1968) in the form 
c^. = (2S + 1) — + 0.00565(1 - 5)2.715 (5.50) 
2 ^  
•jç 
Equations denoted by an asterisk are experimentally obtained. 
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for Ç < 1, or 
Cj3i = 3 (2Ç + 1) + 0.01 a - 1)^ (5.51)* 
for Ç > 1. The auxiliary relation 5.30 for the range (R^ > 0 and 
1.5 < < 1.85 is 
H^2 = 1 .55/(0.09714 ^(0.009428 -  3.1(1.431 -  H g))  )  (5 .52)* 
The second set of auxiliary relations (referred to as AR-FWLNNE) 
involved a combination of experimental correlations presented by differ­
ent authors in the literature. The auxiliary relation 5.27 was taken 
from Felsh et al. (1968) 
a = 0.029 [0.93 - 1.95 log (5.53)* 
The incompressible dissipation integral in Eqn. 5.49 is according to 
LeFoll's formulation (see, for instance, Assasa and Papaliou (1979)) 
r\j ^12 " ^ *"fi * 
where II is the pressure gradient parameter (5^ dp/ds)/T^. The dissipa­
tion integral is calibrated in equilibrium flow where the parameter H is 
constant and a correspondence exists between the pressure gradient 
parameter II (characterizing the outer flow) and Clauser's velocity 
parameter G (characterizing the velocity profile of the boundary layer). 
Such a correspondence is given by Nash (1965) as 
* 
Equations denoted by an asterisk are experimentally obtained. 
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n = 0.026874 (G^ + 2.8G - 64.47) 
where 
H 2 -  1 
G = — (5.55) 
^12 A 
and 
^ 
according to Walz (1969). The auxiliary relation 5.30 was taken from 
Nicoll and Escudier (1966) as 
1 
1 J 
^12 " H 1.431 [0-775 " 1-10667] (5.57) 
5.2.2. Numerical approximation of boundary layer equations 
Mean values of the universal functions (j = 1,4) in the boundary 
layer Eqns. 5.13 and 5.14 may be defined over a small increment 
As = s. - s. , as 
X 1-1 
Fj = F (Mg, 8, Egg) (5.58) 
The system 5.13 and 5.14 may then be rewritten in finite difference 
form as: 
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momentum equation (Eqn. 5.13) 
Z. . 
= A, + F, — (5.59) 
=1-1 2 2 2 Zi_l 
energy equation (Eqn. 5.14) 
«32 ' «32 (4, + ®H ^ 4 r ) <5.60) 
1 ^^i-1 * Z. + Z. . H__ 
1 1-1  32.  
where 
4 = \ ^ 
^ (1 + F ) (1 - -^) 
^ "5. 
X 
Ug 1 - Ay 
\  = ^ • (5.62) 
^ (1 + FJ (1 ~) 
^5. 
X 
The linearization of F^ in the above approximations might cause conver­
gence failure very near separation; however, integral methods neglecting 
Reynolds normal stresses are already questionable in this situation. 
5.2.3. General description of boundary layer calculation method 
The iterative solution procedure used to integrate Eqns. 5.59 and 
5.60 is outlined below. The procedure is for either case of laminar or 
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turbulent boundary layers and as such forms the basis of the analysis 
of profile boundary layer on the airfoil. Additional models for laminar 
starting, natural transition, separation bubble, etc. as incorporated 
in the overall boundary layer analysis program are discussed in later 
sections of this chapter. The main steps in the procedure are: 
1. The values of s, Ug, ($2)^, and must be entered at the 
first calculation station, i = 1, along with static pressure and total 
temperature. The velocity at the edge of the boundary layer Ug must be 
given in the form of a table of Ug(s). In the case of heat transfer, a 
table T (s) should be entered. For the adiabatic case the heat transfer 
w 
parameter 9 is set equal to zero. Additional input data concerning the 
type of fluid are the ratio of specific heats, recovery factor, gas 
constant, and the specific heat at constant pressure. 
2. A new Lable Ug(s) is calculated by interpolation such that 
0.97 < —-— < 1.03. (5.63) 
"^i-l 
This condition was found by Walz (1969) to give the optimum convergence 
characteristics. The given table is left unchanged if it already 
satisfies condition 5.63. Also, two tables of average values of Mg(s) 
and 9(s) are calculated by using = 0.5 LC^g)^ + 
9 = 0.5 [9. +9. 
1 1-1 
* 
3. at i = 1 is calculated from the initial data and from 
auxiliary relation 5.29. 
* 
4. at the second calculation station, i = 2, is estimated as 
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(^32^1=2 ^ ^^32^i=l ~ 0-001 general, as (8^2)1 = ^^32^1-1 + 
0.5 [(832)1-1 ^^32^1-2^' 
* 
5. The estimated (H__).__ allows calculation of an estimated jz i—z 
^^32^1=2 average obtained as ~ 0.5 + ^^32^1-1^* 
6. The coefficients of Eqns. 5.59 and 5.60 are calculated as 
follows: 
(Mg, 0, 5^2) from Eqns. 5.15, 5.22, 5.26, 5.29, and 5.30. 
(Mg, 0, ^22^ from Eqns. 5.20, 5.26 and 5.27. 
F^ (Mg, 0, §22) from Eqns. 5.17, 5.22, 5.23, 5.26, 5.29, 
and 5.30. 
F^ (Mg, 0, H22) from Eqns. 5.21, 5.26, 5.27, 5.28, and 5.29. 
Ag and from Eqn. 5.61, and from Eqn. 5.62. 
The appropriate expressions for the auxiliary relations 5.26, 5.27, 
5.28, 5.29, and 5.30 should be used in the laminar and turbulent case 
as given in sections 5.2.1.1. and 5.2.1.2. 
7. A first estimate of Z at i = 2 is obtained from Eqn. 5.59. The 
* 
estimated (^32^1-2 are substituted into the right hand side 
* 
of Eqn. 5.60 to obtain a revised estimate of (832 i=2' 
* 
8. The last and next to last estimates of (^^32^^=2 compared. 
If the difference exceeds a predetermined tolerance, the calculation 
* 
returns to step 5 with the latest estimate of (832)^=2' 
•k 
9. After convergence of (832)1=2' calculation is stepped to 
the next station and steps 4 through 8 repeated, with iteration as 
* 
required, to find and so forth. jZ X—J 
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In the program, the convergence criterion was that the absolute 
* 
value of the difference between successive values of less 
"k 
or equal to 0.0001 with a limit of 30 iterations set on improve­
ment. Convergence usually requires about four iterations except close 
to a separation point. 
Viscosity is calculated wherever needed in the boundary layer 
procedure by using the relations presented in Appendix F. 
5.2.4. Test case results for auxiliary relations 
Calculations of H^2' ^ 2^u' c_ = 2 c^ were performed using the 
two different sets of experimental auxiliary relations proposed in sec­
tion 5.2.1.2. together with the boundary layer calculation procedure 
just described. These calculations served the double purpose of testing 
the numerical solution procedure and of determining the accuracy of 
boundary layer predictions derived from using different auxiliary 
relations. Three turbulent boundary layer flows presented at the 
Stanford Conference (see Kline et al. (1969)) were chosen as the test 
cases for calculation. These flows were incompressible, with very 
little deviation from two-dimensionality, and involving low free stream 
turbulence level. 
The first test case was that of an equilibrium turbulent boundary 
layer in a moderate positive pressure gradient reported by Clauser 
(1954). This flow was named Clauser Flow No. 2 at the Stanford 
Conference. The momentum thickness was matched at the second 
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experimental profile and the calculation initiated there with the 
experimental UG(s). The calculated and experimental results in Fig. 
5.1 show that auxiliary relation set AR-EN gave better results in this 
flow than did set AR-FWLNtlE. Some starting effects on the initially 
calculated c^ and noted with the latter set. The experimental 
flow in this case was known to be slightly three-dimensional, possibly 
explaining the discrepancies between calculated and experimental (^2^u 
towards the final stages of the flow. 
The second test case considered airfoil turbulent boundary layer 
flow proceeding towards separation originally reported by Newman (1951). 
As was done in the first test case, the calculation was started at the 
second experimental profile by matching the momentum thickness and 
using the experimental Ug(s). The comparisons of predicted and experi­
mental results are shown in Fig. 5.2. The auxiliary relation set AR-EN 
again performed better in this flow, with set AR-FWLNNE showing the 
same starting effects as in the first test case. The discrepancies 
shown between calculated and experimental are due in large part to 
wall curvature effects which tend to drive the boundary layer closer 
to separation. The boundary layer analysis method is modified later in 
this chapter to include these important effects. 
The third and last test case was that of a turbulent boundary layer 
developing in a straight cylindrical annulus with measurements taken 
along the inner cylinder. The flow was axially symmetric, with initial 
moderate diffusion followed by relaxation at constant pressure. This 
flow, originally reported by Moses (1964), was named Moses Flow No. 6 
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at the Stanford Conference. The calculation was started at the second 
experimental profile, following the same procedure as with the other two 
cases. The comparison of results in Fig. 5.3 shows that both sets of 
auxiliary relations perform well in this flow. 
Based on the comparisons in the test cases just discussed, the set 
of experimental auxiliary relations developed by Escudier and Nicoll 
(1968), i.e., set AR-EN, was adopted in this investigation. It should 
be pointed out that the dependence of this set of auxiliary relations 
on local Rf is thought to be an improvement over alternative correla­
tions lacking this dependence. 
5.3. Laminar Starting Procedure 
The laminar boundary layer calculation cannot be started at the 
stagnation point because the method exhibits a singularity at this 
point. The flat plate stagnation point similarity solution first given 
by Hiemenz and presented in Schlichting (1968, p. 87) was used to 
provide an initial boundary layer thickness in the neighborhood of 
the stagnation point. 
Hiemenz used an inviscid outer flow described by 
u = a x ; v = - a y  ( 5 . 6 4 )  
where "a" is a constant. This is a plane potential flow impinging 
normally on a flat plate oriented along y = 0. McDonald (1978) related 
this flow to the more appropriate circular cylinder potential flow 
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(in the neighborhood of the stagnation point) by letting 
2Vi 
a = ^ (5.55) 
in which RLE is the cylinder (or leading edge) radius and is the 
approaching stream velocity. 
The functions occurring in the solution of the Hiemenz flow given 
by Schlichting (1968, p. 90) were numerically integrated to obtain 
the following expressions for (ôg)^ and (o^)^ 
= 0.28846^/^ (5.66)  
and 
(Sg)^ = 0.46880 Y % • (5.67) 
In the procedure used, the stagnation point was determined from 
the leading edge reanalysis results and the boundary layer calculation 
started at the second closest mesh point on either side of the stagna­
tion point. Initial data were obtained from Eqns. 5.66 and 5.67 with 
initial static pressure and density calculated from the local Ug and 
upstream total conditions, and the viscosity from the equations in 
Appendix F. 
5.4. Natural Transition Model 
Transition of the profile laminar boundary layer into a turbulent 
one is known to play an important role in determining cascade losses. 
How closely transition starts to the leading edge of the blade bears 
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directly on the resulting thickness of the turbulent layer at the 
trailing edge; that is, the earlier transition occurs, the thicker the 
turbulent boundary layer, and the larger the attendant losses. 
Theoretical prediction of natural transition is still an unresolved 
problem, due mainly to the large number of parameters that are known 
to affect the phenomenon- Such a list of factors for two-dimensional 
cascades is the following: 
Local surface pressure gradients 
Free-stream turbulence level 
Local Reynolds number 
Shock/boundary layer interaction 
Mach number 
Surface roughness 
Wall curvature 
Temperature gradients 
Inlet unsteadiness (.passing blade wakes) 
Axial velocity density ratio 
Without a clear theoretical approach to determine the exact loca­
tion of onset of transition, the alternative is to use experimentally 
determined transition data correlated against the most important 
parameters. 
Crimi and Reeves (1972) produced a semi-empirical model to take 
into account the important effects of pressure gradient and local free-
stream turbulence level. The model, which is a modification of the 
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results presented by van Driest and Blumer (1963) to better account for 
pressure gradient effects on transition, is given by 
u' ^ 2 
3.6 C-^) + f^(A)CRg)^^ - 9860 = 0. (5.68) 
In this relation, u' is the local root-mean-square fluctuation of the 
free stream velocity due to turbulence, A is the Karman-Pohlhausen 
2 
pressure gradient parameter - /HUg) dp/ds, and (Rg)is the maximum 
Reynolds number based on boundary layer thickness and local external 
flow for which the boundary layer flow remains laminar. The function 
fp involved in Eqn. 5.60 is plotted in Fig. 5.4. Also plotted is a 
comparison between the model of Crimi and Reeves (Eqn. 5.68) and that 
of van Driest and Blumer (1963). The stabilizing effect of a negative 
pressure gradient (r:egative A) on transition is observed to be stronger 
in the model of Crimi and Reeves, especially at low Tu. Also, the 
destabilizing effect of a positive pressure gradient (positive A) is 
slightly stronger in the Crimi and Reeves model. 
Dunham (1972) has presented a purely empirical correlation 
accounting for pressure gradient and free—stream turbulence effects. 
The experimental data included several cascade flows as well as flat 
plate data. The following equation is a reasonable representation of 
the compiled data: 
(Rg )^^ = [0.27 + 0.73 exp (-80 T^)] [550 
+ 680 (1 + 100 ^  - 21X)"^ . (5.69) 
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Here, Tu is a mean turbulence level characterizing the flow through­
out the history of the boundary layer, X is the pressure gradient 
^2 
parameter (Ô2/V) du/ds, and (R^ is the maximum Reynolds number based 
on momentum thickness and local external flow for which.the flow remains 
laminar. The parameter Tu is the mean between the upstream turbulence 
level, Tu^, which is the value usually measured and reported in the 
literature, and a local turbulence level Tu normalized on Ug. 
The theoretical calculation of the decay or amplification of local 
turbulence level Tu (Tu = u'/u^ for isotropic turbulence) from an up­
stream value Tu^ is one of the most difficult problems in fluid dynamics. 
Based on Batchelor's (1953) linear analysis, however, an approximate 
expression of the local turbulence level can be proposed. The expression 
given by Batchelor for the case of a uniform stream passing through a 
symmetric change of section considered by him is 
+ <7> ) (5.70) 
where 
-1 / -3 
F = (for c<l; diffusion) (5.71) 
V^c"^ - 1 
1 5 y~ 
F = (for c>l, acceleration) . (5.72) 
A _ 
Here, c is taken as the ratio of local surface velocity to upstream 
velocity, i.e., c = u^/V^. 
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In the developed program for the profile boundary layer analysis, 
both the Crimi and Reeves and the Dunham models are available. How­
ever, the calculated cascade results presented in Chapter 6 were 
obtained with the Crimi and Reeves model only. This model was preferred 
over Dunham's because there was more theoretical consideration involved 
in its development. The local turbulence level was calculated with 
Eqns. 5.70, 5.71, and 5.72. 
With the onset of natural transition determined, it remains to 
calculate transition length. The calculation of flow through the transi­
tion region can be made using an intermittency function y first 
introduced by Emmons (1951) for which y = 0 in fully laminar flow and 
Y = 1 in fully turbulent. 
Dhawan and Narasimha (1958) obtained a correlation for y using the 
source density function of Emmons (1951). According to these results, 
the intermittency function in the streamwise direction is 
Y = 1 - exp (-0.412 (5.73) 
where, 
Î = ^4^ «.74) 
and where A is a measure of the extent of the transition region as 
given by 
A = s  
y=0.75 " ® Y=0.25 • 
The point s_ at which the flow becomes fully turbulent is estimated 
tur 
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by a correlation between the transition Reynolds number R , and the 
^tr 
Reynolds number based on the physical extent of the transition 
region. This correlation, due to Dhawan and Narasimha (1958) is 
A = -^  (R^  
R tr 
(5.76) 
* 
where R is the local unit Reynolds number, Ug/v. 
The extent of the transition region is calculated, therefore, by 
using Eqn. 5.76 together with Eqn. 5.73 to solve for s^^^ in the foirm: 
behavior, as fully turbulent flow is approached. 
The experimental data used by Dhawan .and Narasimha to obtain Eqn. 
5.76 were mostly flat plate data with a few airfoil data points. It 
should be noted that neither the effects of the pressure gradient para­
meter À nor the effects of free stream turbulence Tu are included in 
the transition length correlation. Also, it should be pointed out that 
McDonald and Fish (1972) presented a field method using an integral 
form of the turbulent kinetic energy equation to predict transition 
location and extent, taking into account pressure gradient and free 
stream turbulence level. 
Recent cascade data presented by Heilmann (1972) appear to indicate 
that Tu acts in reducing the extent of the transition region; however, 
no concluding data have been reported in the literature attempting to 
s 
tur 
(5.77) 
where s^^^ is calculated for y = 0.95 since Y presents an asymptotic 
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correlate transition length against Tu. The length of the transition 
regions reported by Heilmann was on the order of 2 to 5 percent of chord. 
Finally, the turbulent boundary layer calculation is started at 
s^^^ following a suggestion of Seyb (1972) who has pointed out that, for 
well behaved boundary layers, it is usually adequate to assume the shape 
factor equal to 1.4 at the start of the turbulent layer. In addi­
tion, Seyb suggests a constant momentum loss thickness across the 
transition region. 
5.5. Laminar Separation Bubble Model 
The transition from laminar to turbulent flow can also occur through 
laminar separation, transition to a turbulent state in the free layer, 
and reattachment as a fully turbulent boundary layer; created in the 
process is a so-called laminar separation bubble. 
The onset of laminar separation is established in the boundary layer 
calculation when either the calculated is less or equal to 1.515 or 
when the pressure gradient parameter X is less or equal to -0.09. 
With the onset of laminar separation established, the model of 
Roberts (1975) for laminar separated regions is used to calculate across 
the separation bubble. Roberts (1975) considered two regions in the 
bubble. A first region, characterized by a length and located 
immediately after the laminar separation point, is a free layer for which 
the thickness grows rapidly and the surface inviscid velocity is assumed 
to remain constant. The free layer is laminar in this region. 
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The second region, characterized by a length 2.2» is where the free 
layer is considered as fully turbulent and thus able to do more 
diffusion; therefore, a reattaching process is initiated. The free 
shear layer is assumed to reattach at the end of this region with the 
surface inviscid velocity being modeled as a linear distribution 
between the transition and reattachment points. The transition from 
laminar to turbulent flow is assumed to occur instantaneously at the 
end of and beginning of ^2' The equations presented by Roberts 
(1975) are given below. 
For the laminar part, the transition length and the momentum 
thickness growth are given by 
^ = (Sz^sep '2-5 X lOr) logjQ (coth(20Tu^))/(R^^) 
sep (5.78) 
dô, 
ds - 0. 
(5.79) 
For the turbulent part, the reattachment length and momentum 
thickness at reattachment are given by 
— \ 4 
& = 85.227(62) (1 - 0.497) (5.80) 
«2'r. 
<"6>re 
0.005833 (1 - (ûj)'^) 
» - (=S>re' 
. (5.81) 
The velocity (ug)^^ in Eqns. 5.80 and 5.81 is the reattachment velocity 
normalized with respect to the velocity at the separation point. 
In the present application, the iteration procedure presented by 
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Hansen (1978) including the bursting bubble case, was used to solve 
Roberts' equations. 
At separation, the needed data to calculate with Eqn. 5.78 are 
known. A first estimate of the reattachment position is made as 
s = s + . The velocity Cur) is found from the inviscid 
re sep 1 o re 
velocity distribution, and Eqn. 5.80 is used to calculate A revised 
estimate for the reattachment position as s = s + gives a 
re sep 1 2 
new estimate for (u„) and The iteration is continued until 
0 re 2 I 
is converged upon. 
When (ug)^^ approaches 0.497 in Eqn. 5.80, goes to infinity, 
indicating a burst bubble. Following Hansen (1978), ^2 is limited in 
size to 0.7 2^, and (ug)^^ is required to be greater than 0.841 to 
keep ^2 positive. 
Finally, the turbulent calculation is initiated at the reattach­
ment point with ($2)^^ and with H^2 ~ 1.501, indicating just separated 
turbulent velocity profile. 
5.5. Inclusion of Wall Curvature Effects on Development 
of Turbulent Boundary Layer 
It is now well established that for the radii of curvature encoun­
tered in turbomachine airfoils, curvature effects are not felt by the 
profile laminar boundary layer. On the other hand, although its effect 
on the structure of the governing equations is secondary, wall curva­
ture does play an important role in the development of the turbulent 
boundary layer through modification of the properties of turbulence. 
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The effects of curvature on turbulence start to be appreciable for 
ratios of boundary layer thickness to surface curvature greater than 
1/300 (Papailiou et al. (1972)). This is in the range typical for 
turbomachinery airfoils. 
The method developed by Papailiou et al. (1972), based on 
Bradshaw's analogy between buoyancy and centrifugal forces acting on 
the turbulent boundary layer and applicable to dissipation-integral 
methods, was used in this study to account for wall curvature effects. 
'\j 
The resulting formula for the correction, c^, to be added to the 
two-dimensional dissipation integral, c^,is 
'^Di" ~ ^it"i2' (^6 -^u^ ~ T ^2^^12' (^5 (5.82) 
0 2 2 (RUg) 2 
V V 
where g is a constant determined experimentally equal to 7 for a 
convex surface (suction side), and equal to 4 for a concave survace 
(pressure side). R is the radius of curvature of the flow boundary. 
The functions S, and S- are 
Si ^^12' (5.83) 
^2 ^^12' " ^2 ^2 (5.84) 
where, in turn 
10.3 - ln(R, ) 
On u 
c . 1 + — (5.85) 
<«12 - 2 In(Rg^)^ 
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0.14 H. 12 
10.3 - ln(R- ) 
o_ u 
e. 2 1 + 2 (5.86) 
<«12 - " 2 ln(E, ) o_ u 
The functions and Z e presented in tabular form in Papailiou 
et al. (1972) as functions of ^^d (Rg )^. In the program developed 
in this study, a table look up procedure was implemented to determine 
and Zg. 
a. 
The correction procedure for c^was tested by calculating turbulent 
boundary layer data on a large airfoil reported by Schubauer and 
Klebanoff (1951) with and without wall curvature effects included. The 
pressure gradient was first mildly negative, then strongly positive, 
with eventual separation. The results in Fig. 5.5 show that the simple 
two-dimensional calculation was unable to follow the separation trend 
exhibited by the experimental data. The corrected results (radius of 
curvature of the suction side 30 ft.), on the other hand, agree well 
with the experimental data, with the turbulent separation point 
correctly predicted. 
In summary, the general trends caused by wall curvature effects 
on the turbulent boundary layer development are: 
(i) Separation tendency on the suction side of the airfoil 
0.0 • 
(ii) Separation tendency on the pressure side is suppressed. 
(iii) Losses are not substantially altered since momentum thick­
ness is essentially unchanged. 
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airfoil data of Schubauer and Klebanoff (1951). 
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5.7. Inclusion of Free Stream Turbulence Effects on Development 
of Turbulent Boundary Layer 
A simple empirical model was developed in this investigation to 
account for the effects of free stream turbulence on the development 
of an incompressible turbulent boundary layer. The method is based 
on two main considerations: 
(i) Following Evans and Horlock (1974), the skin friction term 
in the momentum integral equation is considered to be the 
net result of the wall shear stress minus the apparent 
Reynolds shear stress -u'v' at the edge of the boundary 
layer (y = 6) where integration of the boundary layer 
integral parameters is terminated. 
(ii) The Reynolds normal stresses, u'^, v'^, and w'^ are retained 
in the integral equations since the data of Huffman et al. 
(1972) show a pronounced dependence of these terms on local 
The incompressible momentum integral equation, considering the 
Reynolds shear stress at the edge of the boundary layer, T^, and 
retaining the normal Reynolds stresses, can be written as (see, for 
instance, Evans and Horlock (1974)) 
3- .  'V.  ^  • 
2 ^ f (G'2 _ v'2) dy. (5.87) 
p u2 u2 Vo 
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Similarly, the incompressible energy integral equation (see, for 
instance, Assassa andPapailiou (1979)) can be written as 
d(S_) dur/ds 
r+ 3(63)^ -6- -
0 
"2 + =Df +— dl 
'5 "6 
- 2 - ^ + D f + 3 ^  A " "  '  ("'^8) 
pu, u. -/Q 
in which the dissipation integral c^^ is defined as 
2  r _ ,  x 3 u  .  2 d  « - - ' ^ U.2 + v'2 + .'2 
P"S •'0 uj Jo  ^
The following integral parameters are now defined (with "f" referring 
to fluctuating): 
(*l)f = (*l)u 
5 ,2  ,2  
(Ô ) = (6.)^ - p—dy (5.91) 
= (*3). - j[ """) a? (5-92) 
Jo 6 Ug 
(6.). (6,)f 
" (6^)^ ^®32^f " (62)^ * (5.93) 
By defining also a length parameter, 
.n 
and 
= (Sg)^ (Rg ) f  (5 .94)  
Cff  = Cg (1  -  :p^)  (5 .95)  
w 
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s, = 
2  p u g  
the system 5.87 and 5.88 can be written in the form of Eqns. 5.13 and 
5.14 in terms of the dependent variables and (#22)^' Obviously, then, 
the same solution procedure used with Eqns. 5.13 and 5.14 can be used 
with Eqns. 5.87 and 5.88. The auxiliary relations needed to close 
the system are: 
af = ag (5.97) 
Cjjf = Cqj ((H22)f,Tu) (5.98) 
CH^2>f = (Hi2^f CCH32)f»Tu). (5.99) 
The auxiliary relation 5.97 was not obtained explicitly; equiva-
'VI 
lently, c^^ was set as a function of Tu in the calculation procedure 
via the ratio Tg/T^ shown correlated in Fig. 5.6 against local (Rg )^ 
and Tu. The data points used in the correlation (solid points in Fig. 
5.6) were those presented by Huffman et al. (1972) and Evans (1974). 
Chamay et al. (1971) did not report the local (R^ )^ and therefore 
their data could not be used in the present correlation. 
The fluctuating dissipation integral, c^^, in Eqn. 5.98 was 
assumed to be independent of Tu since the effects of Tg and the Reynolds 
<\j 
normal stresses on c^^ in Eqn. 5.89 are opposed. Therefore, c^g may 
be assumed unchanged from its c^^ value. 
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boundary layer. 
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The auxiliary relation 5.99 was derived by first assuming (^22)2 ~ 
H22 3.5 in Assassa andPapailiou (1979). ^^2^f then correlated 
against H^2 and Tu as presented in Fig. 5.7. The single solid data 
point shown in Fig. 5.7 was obtained from the measurements of Schubauer 
and Klebanoff (1951), supposedly carried out at low free stream 
turbulence level. The normal Reynolds stresses measured by Schubauer 
and Klebanoff (1951), however, are now recognized to be about 30% too 
high explaining why this point did not correlate with the present 
- 2 - 2 
correlation. Huffman et al. (1972) did not measure the terms u* , v' , 
and w'^ separately, but only the turbulent kinetic energy 0.5 (u'^ + 
v'^ + w'^) across the boundary layer. Therefore, the following assump­
tions were made to obtain (^2^f integration of the kinetic 
energy data: 
(i) w'^ - 1.2 v'^, which-was also assumed by.Huffman et al. (1972). 
(ii) v'^ = 0.5 u'^, which is a reasonable assumption from the data 
of Evans (1974). 
The experimental data of Huffman et al. (1972) are compared in 
Fig. 5.8 with the results obtained with the present calculation method 
incorporating the correlations in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. Corresponding 
results obtained by McDonald and Kreskovsky (1974) with a field method 
are also shown. The present method is observed to predict the develop­
ment of the shape factor H^2 and momentum thickness (62)^ well, and to 
slightly over predict the skin friction c^. 
In summary, the general trends caused by the free stream turbulence 
level on the turbulent boundary layer development are; 
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(i) Separation tendency on both surfaces of the airfoil is 
suppressed. 
(ii) The skin friction is slightly increased. 
(iii) Losses are not substantially altered since momentum thick­
ness is essentially unchanged in cases short of turbulent 
separation. Losses could be reduced if the turbulent 
separated region is reduced by the free stream turbulence 
level. 
In the programmed calculation method, the free stream turbulence 
effects on the development of the turbulent boundary layer have been 
included in such a way that the user can easily leave them out if the 
case being treated is a compressible one. Batchelor's linear analysis 
is used to estimate the local free stream turbulence level. 
5.8. Empirical Model for Proceeding After Turbulent Separation 
The onset of turbulent separation is established in the boundary 
'Xr 
layer calculation by the condition c^ = 0. This condition and the 
auxiliary relations 5.45, 5.46, 5.47, 5.48, and 5.52 yield the values 
of 1.5008 and 2.7078 for E^2 separation. Therefore, turbu­
lent separation is predicted when either the calculated less 
than 1.5 or when the calculated 2^^ -s greater than 2s7. In some cases, 
however, the value of increases rapidly near separation, and begins 
to decrease without reaching the critical value of 2.7. In that case, 
the point corresponding to the maximum value of taken as the 
separation point (see Cebeci et al. (1972)). 
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The method of Fottner (1972), applicable to either the suction or 
pressure side of the airfoil, was implemented in this study to proceed 
with the boundary layer calculation after the occurrence of turbulent 
separation. This method is based on the idea that momentum loss thick­
ness (62)22 the trailing edge of the airfoil with the boundary layer 
separated is always greater than the momentum loss thickness (82)^5 req 
obtained at the trailing edge as if the boundary layer had not sepa­
rated at a point upstream. In the limiting case of no separation, both 
momentum loss thicknesses are of course the same. 
Fottner obtained his relationship between (62)22 ^^2^TE req 
a reverse wake mixing loss calculation carried out between the trailing 
edge plane and the downstream plane where homogeneous outlet flow 
exists. Using a large number of total pressure loss data for cascades 
measured for different extents of the separated region on the airfoil, 
Fottner made the reverse wake mixing calculation to obtain (62)^2 
needed to reproduce the measured total pressure loss. On the other hand, 
(Ô2)te req obtained by continuing the boundary layer calculation 
from the separation point under the conditions of inviscid velocity 
distribution and non-separated flow, and with the assumption that the 
shape factor remains constant and equal to the separation value. 
The results for the ratio (&2)TE^^^2)TE req plotted in Fig. 5.9 
as a function of separation point c^ along the airfoil chord. Also, 
^^12^TE plotted in Fig. 5.9 against separation point s^ measured 
along the profile of the airfoil from the leading edge stagnation point. 
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Figure 5.9. Turbulent separation model due to Fottner (1972). 
(a) Shape factor (hi2)te correction for separation. 
(b) Momentum loss thickness (62)%% correction for 
separation. 
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Even though not explicitly said by Fottner, it is conjectured that not 
only the losses but also the exit gas angle were matched in the reverse 
calculation in order to obtain CH^2^tE' 
In this application, the inviscid flow solution was not corrected 
for the effects of boundary layer displacement thickness. 
5.9. Wake Mixing Loss Calculations 
The method used for the wake mixing loss calculation in the 
incompressible case was that due to Speidel (1954). This choice is 
consistent with Fottner's (1972) choice'of wake mixing loss model in 
the turbulent separation model. Speidel modified the camber line and 
the inviscid turning of the cascade by the difference in the suction 
and pressure surface displacement thickness and calculated again the 
potential flow through the cascade before applying the wake mixing 
analysis. In this application, the cascade was not modified by the 
boundary layer displacement thickness, and the wake mixing loss calcu­
lation was carried out with the first boundary layer results. Speidel' 
analysis is presented in Appendix G neglecting the inviscid-viscous 
interaction. 
For the compressible case, Fottner used the analysis of Stewart 
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6. VALIDATION OF THE INVISCID-VISCOUS BLADE-TO-BLADE 
FLOW ANALYSIS 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to validating the combined inviscid-viscous 
blade-to-blade flow calculation procedures developed in Chapters 3, 4, 
and 5. The accuracy in predicting airfoil pressure distributions, cas­
cade total pressure losses and exit gas angles is tested by comparing 
calculated results for two different turbine cascades with available 
experimental data. 
The input variables needed for the blade-to-blade analysis programs, 
along with the input format, are explained in Appendix H. 
6.2. Experimental Cascade Data as Test Cases 
Numerous cases of turbine cascade experimental tests have been 
reported in the literature. Experimental data prior to that of Ainley 
and Mathieson (1955) have generally omitted reference to Reynolds number 
or to cascade pitch-to-chord ratio as important parameters. As a result, 
such data are usually difficult to compare with more recent and comp-e-
hensive test results. 
Table 6.1 contains a listing of reference sources plus a brief 
summary of turbine cascade experimental data useful in large part for 
validation of blade-to-blade calculation procedures. This listing is 
by no means an exhaustive compilation, consisting of the most well-
Table 6.1. Summary of Experimental Turbine Cascade Data . 
Cascade 
Reference 
Cascade 
Geometry 
Contraction | 
Ratio, CR 
Turning 
Angle, 
6 , deg 
Pitch/ 1 
Chord, 
T/C 
Inlet 
Condi­
tions 
Ainley and 
Mathieson 
(1955) 
• 1.00 - 5.76 40-140 0.3-1.0 
— 
Dunavant 
and Erwin 
(1956) 
• 1.00 - 3.86 60-120 
0.56, 
0.67 • 
Wilson and 
Pope (1954) 
Bridle (1949) 
• 1.30 - 2.00 60-110 0.57 • 
Forster 
(1964) — — — — — 
Turner (1971) 
Hodge (1960) 
Andrews and 
Schofield (1950) 
• 
' 
1.64 - 2.00 25-95 0.65 
Huffman et al. 
(1971) 
Delaney (1979) 
• 1.92 - 2.42 51-72 0.75 • 
VKI Lecture 
Series Nos 
59,84 
(1973, 1976) 
' 
— 
— 
— • 
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A dot means the information is given in the reference. 
Exit 
Reynolds 
No., R xlO 
c 
-5 
Axial Velo­
city Density 
Ratio, AVDR 
M Z) 
CO 
CO 
g 
Exit Mach 
No., 
Exit Gas 
Angle, 
So» deg 
Remarks 
0.7 - 2.0 =0.0-0.6 
3.2 - 5.0 
12.0 - 15.0 =0.0-0.97 
Surface pressure 
distributions 
given. R(, based 
on average con 
conditions. 
1.8 - 7.0 
Surface pressure 
distributions 
given. Tui 
studied but not 
reported. 
1.0 - 4.0 0.4-1.34 
Rc based on 
axial chord. 
2.6 - 10.5 
I I I 
0.3-0.9 
Surface pressure 
I <4 ^ o +**1 o 
given. Tu]^ 
ranged from 0.45 
to 5.0 percent. 
4.6 - 5-6 0.55-1.30 
Surface pressure 
distributions 
given. Low" 
level. 
2.0 - 14.0 0.5-1.9 
Surface pressure 
distribut ions 
given. Tu]_ 
reported in 
some cases. 
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known published data sets only. The data references in Table 6.1 
generally contain test infomnation on gas properties, inlet stagnation 
conditions, Mach number and flow angle, inlet turbulence level, chord 
Reynolds number (based on exit conditions), exit stagnation pressure, 
Mach number, and gas angle. In addition, in some cases, airfoil 
pressure distributions and axial velocity density ratio, AVDR, are 
known. If AVDR is different from unity, its distribution in the axial 
direction between the upstream and downstream measuring stations is of 
paramount importance. However, this type of data have not yet been 
published to this author's knowledge. Also, the experimental data on 
the aerodynamic parameters described above are of little use for valida­
tion of blade-to-blade flow calculation methods if a detailed description 
of the cascade geometry on which the experiments were performed is not 
given. 
6.3. Test Cases and Results 
Calculations for the Test Cases No. 1 and No. 2 presented here were 
carried out on the VAX PDP-11 computer. Typical computing times to 
perform the complete blade-to-blade flow analysis for these cases 
including the global inviscid analysis, leading edge reanalysis, boundary 
layer, and wake-mixing analysis ranged from 3 to 5 CPU minutas. For 
all three cases, the streamline curvature calculations in the global 
analysis (SCA) were made using the calculated 6^ option for the exit 
flow, and the natural transition model due to Crimi and Reeves (1972) 
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was used in the boundary layer analysis. Complete listings of actual 
program input data for some of the test cases are given in Appendix H, 
along with definitions or descriptions of the program input parameters. 
Additional user information for the programs comprising the overall 
turbine cascade design system, covering input data preparation, program 
output description, and sample cases is given by Alarcon (1980). For 
Test Case No. 1, a comparison analysis was carried out for one of the 
Dunavant and Erwin (1956) blade cascades listed in Table 6.1. The 
airfoil, identified as a NACA primary blade section with 9^ = 80° and 
t/c = 0.10, is shown in Fig. 6.1. Additional cascade geometry data 
are T/C = 0.56 and c = 6.00 in (15.24 cm). The cascade analysis was 
made over a range of inlet angle, a^, (see Fig. 6.1) covering positive 
and negative incidences while keeping the inlet gas angle, and the 
inlet gas velocity, V^, constant at 75° and 100 ft/sec, respectively. 
Dunavant and Erwin obtained their experimental results over a range 
of flow incidence by holding 6, constant and restaggering the cascade 
to produce different angle values. This means of varying incidence 
of the inlet flow proved to be difficult to simulate, since the airfoil 
coordinates for each cascade stagger had to be calculated and readjusted 
in a trial and error procedure to obtain smooth curvature distributions 
for the spline-fitted profiles. Adequacy of the fie around the leading 
edge was found to reflect directly on the smoothness of the velocity 
distribution calculated in the leading edge reanalysis (REA). 
The flow at five values of (39, 45, 48, 54, and 60 degrees) 
was calculated. The turning angle, 9, and drag coefficient, C^ , 
TANGENT TO CAMBER LINE 
AT LEADING EDGE 
(-INCIDENCE 
SHOWN) 
-0.1 
Figure 6.1. Turbine cascade airfoil for Test Case No. 1. 3^ 75 , T/C 
setting shown. Dunavant and Erwin (1956). 
= 0.556, = 48° for 
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plotted against are shown in Fig. 6.2. These results were obtained 
by adjusting Tu^, and therefore the location of natural transition, in 
order to match the loss level at the value of giving minimum loss, 
i.e., = 48°. This gave a Tu^ value of 2.75% which was then used with 
the other four values of a^. The calculated drag coefficient (see 
Appendix G for equation) agrees well with the data at high values of 
a^, but is somewhat low at low values of a^. The increase in with 
is to be expected, since, as increases, the velocity peak on the 
suction side of the airfoil increases and the transition point moves 
forward, with laminar separation eventually occurring. This same 
phenomenon occurs at low a^, but on the pressure side. The calculated 
turning angle is observed to agree with the experimental data to within 
0.5 degrees throughout the range of ct^. The location of the laminar 
turbulent transition for each computed test point is summarized in 
Table 6.2. 
Table 5.2. Laminar-turbulent transition locations for Test Case 
No. 1. N.T. (Natural transition), F.T. (Fully turbu­
lent), L.S. (Laminar separation), T.R. (Turbulent 
reattachment) are noted 
R 
C c 
X 10 
B X Suction Side, x/B^ Pressure Side, x/B X 
(deg) (ft) N.T. F.T. L.S. T.R. N.T. F.T. L.S. T.R. 
30 n •3 -7q a /.co/. 0.241 rt /. iq 0.023 0.059 
45.0 4.01 0.4346 0.249 0.436 0.270 0.453 ———— — 
48.0 4.53 0.4209 0.251 0.437 0.280 0.457 
54.0 5.19 0.3901 0.008 0.021 0.748 
60.0 6.27 0.3552 0.011 0.026 0.757 
C7> 
-g 
m 
UJ 
% k-l 
S 
80 
76 
72 -
d (8-
64 — 
60 — 
o DATA 
• CALCULATED 
C. o DATA 
• CALCULATED 
0.12 
- 0.10 
0.08 
T3 
O 
LU 
0.06 o 
o 
0.04 I O 
-  0.02 
vO 
56 
36 
1 
40 
1 1 1 1 1 0.00 
48 52 
T(ist Case No. 1 "l * 
Fleure 6.2. Calculated turning angle and drag coefficient compared with experimental 
data. Tuj = 2.75%, M, = 0.088, t/c = 0.56, c = 6 in (15.24 cm). Data from 
Dunavant and Erwin (1956). 
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Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show the airfoil pressure distribution 
and the AVDR distribution through and downstream of the cascade for 
three of the test points computed. The results shown are for the 
giving the minimum experimental loss and for at either end of the 
range calculated. For = 48°, and with AVDR = 1 through the cascade, 
as shown in Fig. 6.3, the airfoil pressure distribution matches well 
with the experimental data. However, as shown in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5, 
values of AVDR _< 1 inside and downstream of the cascade (indicating an 
increase in stream sheet thickness inside and downstream of the cascade) 
were needed in order to match the experimental and calculated pressure 
distributions when was increased or decreased from minimum loss 
incidence. 
By comparing mass flow rates, measured by Dunavant and Erwin, 
upstream and downstream of the cascade, values of AVDR ranging from 
0.97 to 1.05 were determined. The AVDR values used in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5 
are within this range. As already stated in the discussion of example 
E3 in Chapter 3, AVDR < 1 might be explained in terms of three-dimen­
sional endwall flow effects affecting the midspan two-dimensionality 
in cascades at moderate to low aspect ratios (the aspect ratio for this 
cascade was not reported). 
The results shown in Figs. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 demonstrate well the 
ability of the leading reanalysis to determine the velocity distribution 
and local overspeeding around the leading edge over a range of flow 
incidence. Figure 6.4 shows that for the case of high positive incidence 
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(a^  = 60°) the laminar boundary layer separated on the suction side 
forming a separation bubble. Also, the sLrong acceleration on the pres­
sure side resulted in late natural transition, with the boundary layer 
reaching the trailing edge in a transitional state. Figure 6.5, which 
is for the case of high negative incidence, shows, on the other hand, 
laminar separation on the pressure side with formation of a separation 
bubble; fully turbulent flow occurs on both the suction and pressure 
sides of the airfoil. 
Test Case No. 2 comprised a comparison analysis for the Huffman et 
al. (1971) vane cascade listed in Table 6.1. The airfoil in cascade 
has already been shown in Fig, 3.16. The following cascade geometry 
data apply; x/c = 0.75, c = 1.80 in (4.75 cm) and = 1.20 in 
(3.051 cm). In contrast to the Dunavant and Erwin data cited in Test 
Case No. 1, the Huffman data were obtained for varying inlet flow inci­
dence, as well as varying Mach number, at constant setting of cascade 
stagger. However, in the theoretical analysis for Test Case No. 2 it 
was decided to maintain constant (zero) incidence while varying the 
Mach number level of the flow. 
Test points at four different inlet Mach numbers were calculated. 
These points are listed in Table 6.3, along with the experimentally 
determined exit Mach number and exit chord Reynolds number. Also 
shown in Table 6.3 is a breakdown of computing times required in various 
parts of the analysis. 
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Table 6.3. Test Case No. 2. Test point conditions and computing 
times required on the VAX-PDP 11. 
Inlet Mach 
No., 
Exit Chord 
Reynolds No. 
R X 10"^  
c 
Exit Mach 
No., Mg 
CPU Minutes 
Streamline 
Curvature 
Reanalysis Boundary 
Layer 
0.201 4.57 0.553 1.27 0.73 1.30 
0.223 4.98 0.653 1.03 0.79 1.15 
0.238 5.34 0.756 1.92 0.90 1.26 
0.245 5.60 0.855 3.23 1.09 1.02 
In the global inviscid analysis (streamline curvature calculations) 
for each test point, M2 and S>2 were determined using the calculated 69 
option for the exit gas angle, and by taking the total pressure losses 
as zero. Also, adjustments were made to the stream sheet thickness Az 
through the cascade to satisfy AVDR requirements for the flow cases. 
These calculations, therefore, produced inviscid answers for and 
In addition, the boundary layer and mixing loss calculations produced 
viscous answers for 3, along with predicted total pressure loss coeffi­
cients, For the boundary layer analysis, Tu^  was set at 1% for all 
the test points (the inlet turbulence level was known to be low for the 
experimental cascade data). 
The various calculated .^nd results are shown plotted compared 
with experimental values in Fig. 6.5. The calculated M2 is the abscissa 
in each graph. The loss coefficient is seen to agree well with the 
experimental points over the range of tested. Furthermore, the 
calculated (at 1.0 times axial chord downstream of the cascade) lie 
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in between the values measured at 0.43 times axial chord, and at 1.46 
times axial chord downstream of the cascade. It is implied in these 
results that a distance downstream of this cascade greater than one 
axial chord is required for mixing out of the flow to be computed. 
Also, as seen in Fig. 6.6, the viscous ^ 2 and the experimental $2 agree 
to within 1.0 degree, and the calculated and experimental agree 
closely, except at the high end of the range where a difference of 
approximately 0.06 is noted. The general agreement between calculated 
and experimental tends to confirm the values of AVDR used in the 
calculations. 
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 compare the predicted velocity distribution on 
the airfoils with the experimental distributions for two of the test 
points corresponding to the lowest and highest calculated. The 
distribution of AVDR shown in the top graph of each Figure was obtained 
after several tries in which Az was adjusted so that calculated and 
experimental surface velocity distributions matched reasonably well. 
The determined distribution also matched the two experimental AVDR 
points measured downstream of the cascade. Experimental AVDR data 
points shown in Fig. 5.9 are lumped values accounting for the ratio 
and the contraction coefficient measured by Huffman et al. (1971). 
Upstream of the leading edge, the endwall boundary layer was assused 
to be negligible giving, therefore, AVDR = 1.0 in this region. Inside 
and downstream of the cascade, AVDR < 1.0 was required. As already 
explained in Example E3 in Chapter 3 and in Test Case No. 1, this 
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seemingly unusual behavior might be explained in terms of three-
dimensional endwall flow effects. 
For each of the four test points, a separation bubble was predicted 
on the suction side of the airfoil at about 52.7% of axial chord with 
turbulent reattachment occurring at about 56.1% of axial chord. Figures 
6.7 and 6.8 display these locations for the test points corresponding to 
the lowest and highest calculated. These results indicate that there 
is little influence of Mach number level on the location of laminar 
separation. The results also indicated a slight reduction of the 
separation bubble extent as the Mach number level increased. The 
boundary layer remained laminar on the pressure side for the four test 
points due to the strong flow acceleration. The locations of laminar 
separation in Fig. 6.7 and 6.8 are probably right since the experimental 
data appear to show a constant velocity region following the laminar 
separation points. Also, a linear drop in velocity at the end of the 
constant velocity region, as would be expected for reattachment to 
occur, appears to be indicated by the data. It should be noted that 
a small supersonic pocket was calculated for the test point with 
= 0.245, as shown in Fig. 6.8. 
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 also provide a validation of the leading edge 
reanalysis in compressible flow cases. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
The present study considered the development of a computerized 
"direct" design system for two-dimensional turbine cascades. The 
conclusions drawn from the study are as follows: 
1. A fast computer code was developed to accomplish the geometric 
design of arbitrary turbine cascades from given velocity triangle 
requirements. 
2. The developed streamline curvature for global inviscid analysis 
was found to be accurate, fast, and flexible, accounting for important 
flow effects such as total pressure loss, stream sheet thickness 
variation, flow periodicity and stagnation streamline shaping, and com­
pressibility through slight transonic conditions. Exit gas angle may 
be predicted in the analysis or supplied as input through empirical 
correlations. 
3. The developed reanalysis procedure for the airfoil leading edge 
provides fast and detailed results of the flow characteristics in this 
region. Rapid changes in velocities and accurate location of the 
stagnation point are determined. 
4. The developed transitional boundary layer calculation procedure 
provides fast calculations of the profile boundary layer accounting for 
the laminar region and laminar separation bubble, transitional, turbulent 
and turbulent separated regions. Important effects accounted for are 
wall curvature and influence of turbulence level on turbulent boundary 
layer development. 
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5. Application of the inviscid and profile boundary layer analyses 
yielded results for exit gas angle and total pressure loss which were 
in good agreement with experimental turbine cascade data. This suggests 
that although inviscid-viscous interaction is important in compressor 
cascades, it may be unnecessary in turbine cascades. 
6. The developed overall "direct" design system can be used 
rapidly and effectively in an automated, interactive mode for design of 
turbine cascades. The procedure is widely applicable, accurate and 
economical. 
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8. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The different calculation procedures incorporated in the present 
"direct" design system have more potential than has been stated or 
demonstrated so far. Here, a few suggestions are made for future work 
which would further improve the capabilities of the procedures and extend 
their applications. 
1. The geometry design program can be easily extended to design 
exit guide vane (diffusing) cascades by taking the exit plane in the 
accelerating cascade as being the inlet plane in the diffusing cascade. 
2. The streamline curvature analysis should be extended to handle 
stream sheet radius change through annular cascades and to incorporate 
uneven spacing of the quasi-orthogonals. Application of the analysis 
to transonic flow with supersonic exit Mach number should also be 
investigated where the stagnation streamline shaping becomes extremely 
difficult. 
3. The reanalysis finite area technique can be used in the solution 
of potential problems such as the two-dimensional heat conduction prob­
lem with the advantage of the body-fitted computational mesh. 
4. Additional testing of the procedure developed to account for 
the effects of free stream turbulence level on the development of 
incompressible turbulent boundary layers should be carried out. In par­
ticular, testing against experimental data obtained in a pressure 
gradient would be important. 
5. The capabilities of the complete procedure in predicting turning 
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angle and losses in compressor cascades with and without turbulent 
separated regions should be explored. 
6. The "direct" design system should be further exercised in the 
design of turbine cascades and linked with experimental verification 
programs. Also, the design system should be used in checking experi­
mental correlation methods based on basic aascade geometric parameters. 
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11. APPENDIX A, 
CALCULATION OF FLOW PASSAGE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA 
The cascade flow passage cross-sectional area is calculated by 
constructing normals to a mid-streamline at the intersection of pitch-
wise lines (q-os) with the mid-streamline. Intersections of the 
normals are then found with the pressure and suction sides of the 
passage (p and s, respectively). 
The y coordinate of the mid-streamline is found for each q-o from 
"mid - (y, -
The resultant function is then differentiated to give (dy/dx)^ .^ The 
equation of the normal through the point (x, y^ _.^ ) is, therefore, 
y = ax + b (11.2) 
where a = -l/(dy/dx)__. , and b = y . , + x . ,/ (dy/dx) 
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A first approximation to the intersection of a normal with the 
suction side (s) is 
(Yq - y j  2  
where p is the angle the mid-streamline makes with the x axis. The 
m la 
four neighbor points describing the çuction side nearest to x'^  (two 
either side of x'^ ) are located and the coefficients found for a cubic 
through the four points of the form 
y = + C^ x + C^ x^  + C^ x^ . (11.4) 
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For equal y, then, determined by the normal and cubic (at their 
intersection) 
f(x) = (C. - b) + (Cg - a)x + = 0. (11.5) 
This equation is solved for x'^  by Newton's method, starting from the 
approximate x'^ . 
A similar procedure is followed to find the intersection of the 
normal with the pressure side, p. The cross-sectional area is then the 
length of the normal times a unit depth. 
In the programmed method, the q-os used to calculate the cross-
sectional area variation correspond to the q-os used for the streamline 
curvature calculation. However, any number of q-os can be used. For 
normals outside the covered channel of the cascade, the intercepts with 
the extended camber lines are found. 
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12. APPENDIX B. 
PRESSTIRE-MOMENTTM BALANCE IN TANGENTIAL DIRECTION 
Let D be the cascade flow domain in the x-y plane indicated in 
Fig. 3.1 and D* the three-dimensional domain obtained by extending D 
at each point upward and downward a distance Az/2 in the out-of-plane 
direction. Newton's second law of motion requires 
p = /p V (V-dl) (12.1) 
S 
where is the sum of the forces exerted on D*, V = ui + vj + wk is the 
velocity vector, and S is the surface of D*. Since the flow is assumed 
two-dimensional, all quantities are functions of x and y alone. Further­
more, the boundaries of D* parallel to the x-y plane are stream surfaces 
on which V*dA = 0. The only forces present are pressure forces, and 
these cancel on the upper and lower stream surface boundaries (since P 
depends only on x and y). Thus, Eqn. 12.1 can be expressed in the x-y 
plane by 
r P Az n ds = J P V (V*n) Az ds (12.2) 
3"D 3D 
where n is the unit outward normal, and the integrals are taken counter­
clockwise around 3D, the boundary of D= 
The integrals on the periodic boundaries cancel, and V»n = 0 on the 
airfoils. Thus Eqn. 12.2 becomes 
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-(piAziHi + - j-p Az n ds = 
SA 
PlVi(V^ -âi)AziT + (12.3) 
where the integral is taken counterclockwise around the airfoil. Now 
n^  = -i, n^  = 1, V*n^  = -u^ , V'n^  = u^ , and n ds = -dy i + dx j. 
So Eqn. 12.3, expressed componentwise, becomes 
2 2 (-p^ u^ Az^  (-P~ JpAz dy (12.4) 
3A 
(-p^ u^ v^ Az^  + 02*2^ 2^ 2^)^  - ypAz dy. (12.5) 
3A 
The mass flow across the upstream vertical boundary into D* must equal 
the mass flow across the downstream vertical boundary out of D*. Thus, 
p^ Az^  T = p^ u^ Az^  T. (12.6) 
Substituting Eqn. 12.6 into Eqns. 12.4 and 12.5, we obtain 
- P;L"3_AZ^T(U^ - u^) - (-p^Az^ + pgAzg)? = 
- /pAz dy = F (12.7) 
si ^ 
^TM = - ^IP • 
F,^ ,, F,„, F_., and F_ are referred to as the axial momentum force, 
AM AP TM TP 
axial pressure force, tangential momentum force, and tangential 
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pressure force, respectively. The requirements that = F^  and 
F^  = F^ p are referred to as the "axial pressure-momentum balance" 
and the "tangential pressure-momentum balance," respectively. Taken 
together, these balances express the fact that the changes in momentum 
of the fluid as it passes through the cascade passage must be accounted 
for by the pressure forces on the airfoil. 
In the streamline curvature calculation, only the tangential 
momentum balance is calculated since it is the most significant force 
balance in cascade calculations. This calculation then provides a check 
between calculated pressure distribution and velocity triangles. 
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13. APPENDIX C. 
SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS FOR PERIODICITY CONDITIONS 
IN STREAMLINE CURVATURE ANALYSIS 
The systems of equations leading to stagnation streamline shifts 
(ôj) upstream and downstream of a cascade in the global inviscid 
analysis are presented. The three systems of equations which apply are 
shown in Fig. 13.1 through 13.3. 
The constants a^  and shown in the equations come from the nine 
point differentiation formulae given in Eqns. 3.58 and 3.59. Similarly, 
constants c. and d. are from the five point differentiation formulae X I  
given in Eqns. 3.60 and 3.61. The factors A contained in the coeffi­
cients for each equation of the systems are calculated with Eqn. 3.40. 
Likewise the factors B forming the right hand side of the equations are 
calculated with Eqn. 3.41 (except for and B^  as noted below). 
Figure 13.1 shows the system of equations which applies upstream 
of the cascade. In this case, B^  is calculated as 
B, = h tan(90° - 6,) - h (dy/dx), ™ . (13.1) 
i J. X, riiï 
Figure 13.2 shows the system of equations which applies downstream 
of the cascade when the calculated option is used. Figure 13.3 shows 
the system of equations which also applies downstream of the cascade, 
but when the input option is used. Here, is calculated by 
= h tan(B2 - 90°) - h (dy/dx)^  ^  . (13.2) 
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Figure 13.1. System of equations for streamline shifts upstream of the cascade. 
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Figure 13.2. System of equations for streamline shifts downstream of the cascade. 
Calculated option. 
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Figure 13.3. System of equations for streamline shifts downstream of the cascade. 
Input gg option. 
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14. APPENDIX D. 
DERIVATION OF K IN REANALYSIS EQUATIONS 
The total differential of the stream function ip can be written as 
dtp = "1^ dx. + "1^ dy (14.1) 
or 
di}) = — T— (upAz dy - vpAz dx) (14.2) 
K  
when the definitions in Eqn. 4.2 are used. 
The bracketed part of Eqn. 14.2 is equal to dm, the differential 
mass flow rate shown in Fig. 14.1. Therefore, 
which can be integrated to give 
''B - 'a ° *A5''® °01 (14-4) 
where is the mass flow rate across the line AB in Fig. 14.1. 
If it is now assumed that points A and B lay on a line of constant 
x and are separated by the pitch t, the following is true: 
= ip(x, y + t) - ^ (x, y). (14.5) 
Therefore, from Eqn. 14.4, and assuming the stream function difference 
in Eqn. 14.5 is unity 
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y 
upAzdy 
vpAzdx 
Figure 14.1. Mass flow rate-stream function relationship. 
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iF^sr • • 
where m is the total mass flow rate through the cascade passage. 
If m is calculated at the upstream station where uniform flow 
exists, then 
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15. APPENDIX E. 
LEAST SQUARES QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL 
The quadratic polynomial for the stream function i p  is of the form 
2 2 
^ + a^x + a^y + a^xy + a^x + a^y • (15.1) 
Let the known values of at the cell points whose coordinates are x^, 
y^ (i = 1, 2, 9) be designated by (i = 1, 2, ...» 9). 
The values of the dependent variable calculated from the quadratic 
polynomial at the cell points are , i.e., 
2 2 
= a^ + a2X. + a^y^ + a^x^y^ + a^x^ + a^y^. (15.2) 
The sum of the squares of the differences between the known values and 
the values obtained from the interpolating polynomial are given by 
9 . 
s = I ( J p .  - îl'î) (15.3) 
i=l ^ 
or 
9 2 2 2 
s = ^ (TjJ^ - a, - agXj - a^y, - a^x^y^ - a^x^ - a^y^) . (15.4) 
i=l 
In Eqn. 15.A, "s" is a measure of the error in the interpolating poly­
nomial and is minimized by varying (u = 1. 2. ..., 6) such that 
Equation 15.5 provides six conditions for the coefficients a^ (y = 1, 2, 
...» 6). With the indicated differentiations in Eqn. 15.5 performed. 
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these 6 conditions give rise to the following linear system of equations: 
S i = f (15.6) 
where 
S = 
a = 
9 IVi 
Ix. IVi 
V 2 
IVi 
•
H IVi IVi IVi 
Ivi IVi 
ZVi 14 
IVi IVi 
f = 
It-» 9 , 
J 
The system 15.6 can be solved by matrix inversion in the form: 
â = S f. (13.7) 
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16. APPENDIX F. 
VISCOSITY-TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS 
The experimental correlations used in the program to calculate 
the dynamic viscosity, U, wherever necessary, are presented here. 
For air, Sutherland's relation (Fox and McDonald (1973)) was used. 
For superheated steam, the constants in the air relationship were 
adjusted to fit viscosity data obtained from the steam tables of 
Keenan and Keyes (1969). Figure 16.1 shows the fit of the experi­
mental data and the relationships used. 
e 
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Figure 16.1. Viscosity-temperature relationships. 
Experimental data shovm obtained from Streeter (1961) for air and trom 
Keenan and Keyes (1969) for steam. 
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17. APPENDIX G. 
SPEIDEL WAKE MIXING CALCULATION 
The incompressible wake mixing calculation presented by Speidel 
(1954) is developed here. However, modifications of the camber line 
and inviscid turning due to boundary layer displacement thickness which 
Speidel incorporated before applying the wake mixing analysis are 
neglected. 
Consider the plane cascade flow pictured in Fig. 17,1 with a control 
surface bounded by streamlines a2 and d2, station 2 "far downstream," 
and by incoming inviscid flow and airfoil wakes at stations be, ab, and 
cd. The continuity equation between stations t and 2 is 
T/2 
p V T = p I V COS0 dy (17.1) 
^ J_x/2 ^ ^ 
or 
p T = P cosB^ (t - (6^p + 6^g)/cos6^) (17.2) 
where is the inviscid velocity at the trailing edge with which the 
boundary layer calculation has been carried out, and 8^^ and are the 
trailing edge displacement thicknesses on the pressure and suction sides 
of the airfoil, respectively. Writing 
.. • ^  
then 
V^2 = cosg (1 -0j_). (17.4) 
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t b 
© 
ASSUMPTIONS 
a) THE VISCOUS REGIONS ab AND cd HAVE 
UNIFORM S = AND p » BUT V^ 
AND Pq^ VARY. 
b) THE ÎNVÎSCID FLOW ALONG ® IS UNI­
FORM AT p^, Vj, p, AND Pgt 
Figure 17.1. Schematic of the wake flow behind the cascade. 
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The y pressure-momentum balance between stations t and 2 is 
T/2 
or 
,T:/2 2 
cos$^ sinBj, J dy = " V^2* (17.6) 
The integral in the left hand side of Eqn. 17.5 is now transformed to 
make use of the trailing edge boundary layer thicknesses in the follow­
ing way: 
2 
,T /2 
.7) 
.'2 K 
n' 
. T / 2  ( v S   /  V  V  V  
/-t/2 
Outside of the boundary layer the velocity equals V^, and, therefore 
Writing 
" 2  ^  ( - 2 s  ° 2 p ' c o s p ^  ( 1 7 . 9 )  
then 
•'-T/2 
and Esn. 17.6 becomes 
ft/2 2 i 2 
/ r dy = CVp T CI - 0, - 9,) (17.10) 
i 2 
cosB^ siag^CV^) T (1 - 02 - 6^) = T (17.11) 
Substituting Eqn. 17.4 into Eqn. 17.11, we obtain the relationship 
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or 
i (1 - 81) 
\ sln^t - Vy2 (1 _ @2 _ e^) • (17.12) 
The X pressure-TncTT.entuin balance between stations t and 2 is 
T/2 T/2 2 
P J Vg^V^cosB^ dy = J Pj. dy = + P2'^ (17.13) 
-T/2 -T/2 
2 
cos 3^ rT/2 _ « Po - P f vj dy - ^ ^ . (17.14) 
•^-T/2 ^ 
Using Eqns. 17.10 and 17.4, we can write Eqn. 17.14 as 
P2 - Pt 2 (1 - 02 ~ ®1 
In addition, the following relation between flow angles can be 
obtained from Eqns. 17.4 and 17.12: 
(1 - e )^ 
tanB^ = tangg (i _ 9^ _ Q^) • (17.16) 
Referring to Fig. 17.1, the total pressure loss along the streamline 
ABCD is PQ^ - Pq2- The total pressure loss coefficient normalized with 
respect to the axial velocity is expressed as 
^ot - '02 ft - P2.  i  i  
S — 9 ~ 9 ' 9 • / 
Vx2 
2 Substitution for (p^ - p^) and from Eqns. 17.4, 17.15, and 17.16 
gives the expression 
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26. + ej . (1 - 8 
C = — ^ + tan 6. 5" - 1 (17.18) 
(1 - 8]) ^ (1 - 8 - e 
where 3^ is obtained from Eqn. 17.16 after a mass averaged is calcu­
lated with the inviscid solution. 
This loss coefficient as expressed in Eqn. 17.18 includes both the 
flow loss (profile loss) between stations 1 and t and the wake mixing 
loss between stations t and 2; however, the total pressure loss due to 
the sudden expansion at the trailing edge is not accounted for. 
Scholz (1965) gives the following formula to calculate the attendant 
losses due to the trailing edge thickness: 
hpv^2 
Finally, the drag coefficient, C, , defined as the drag force 
_1 
parallel to the mean velocity vector normalized with respect to chord 
and upstream dynamic pressure is calculated using the expression 
C, = Ç — cosg^ cosB . (17.20) 
e l m  
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18. APPENDIX H. 
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT TO CASCADE FLOW ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
The input variables needed for the cascade flow analysis program 
are described below. Two options are available in the program based 
on how the airfoil profile data are presented, i.e., by spline fitting 
(INC0NT=0) or by polynomial fitting (INC0NT=1). 
Figures 18.1 and 18.2 show the input variables for the two options 
as they are punched on the data cards. Field column widths as shown are 
5 and 10 for integer and real variables, respectively, with integer 
variables right justified and real variables entered with a decimal point. 
Special comment is in order here concerning additional input 
factors required for the calculations in some cases and which are under 
control of the program user. The damping factors ODAMP and DVDAMP may 
be required for convergence of the streamline curvature calculation in 
high subsonic or "transonic flow cases, or in cases of especially high 
pitch to chord ratios. With these damping factors applied, extensive 
calculations may be required for convergence. Recommended damping 
values are noted in the description of the damping factors in the list 
below. Also, the factors FLAMS, FTDRBS, FLAMP, and FTURBP may be 
required in the boundary layer calculations on the suction or pressure 
surfaces of the airfoil with difficult regions being the start of the 
leading edge laminar calculation, and the start of the turbulent calcu­
lation after laminar separation. The start of the leading edge laminar 
calculation needs strong favorable velocity gradients for convergence 
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11 15 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 
TITLE 
RIE RTE BX HTLRT BISTAR BWEDl B2STAR BWED2 
X6 Y6 X7 Y7 PITCH GAGANG UNOUR 
GAM AR T9l P01 AMI ALOSSC 
DELTAZ ARRAY 
TU ITU ITR ITRLG RLAM RTURB CP lauiD 
FTURBS FLAMP nURBP 
Figure 18.1. Input card format for cascade flow analysis program 
using polynomial fitted airfoil. 
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1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 
PITCH STGRF CHOROF 
VXIW VYINM BETAZ 
TITLE 
GAM AR T01 P01 AMI ALOSSC 
NS XLE XTE XLEC XTEC RIl ROl 
NP YLE YTE YLEC YTEC RI2 R02 
XS ARRAY 
YS ARRAY 
XP ARRAY 
YP ARRAY 
T 
OELTAZ ARRAY 
PERBX PERTHR NLE 
NLERIl 
TU ITU 1 ITR ITRLG RLAM RTURB j CP jIFLUID 
FLAMS FTURBS FLAMP FTURBP 
1 % 
Figure 18.2. Input card format for cascade flow analysis program 
using spline fitted airfoil. 
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with the normal calculated optimum number of stations on the profile; 
otherwise, the number of stations should be increased by increasing 
FLAMS or FLAMP without overflowing the allocated array storage. 
Similarly, the number of stations should be increased, by adjusting 
FTUKBS and FTURBP, if convergence of the turbulent boundary layer 
calculation is not achieved after laminar separation. The first try 
should be made with FLAMS, FTURBS, FLAMP and FTORBP equal to 1.0. The 
program then prints messages telling the user why the boundary layer 
calculation stopped and gives guidelines on how to adjust the particular 
factor in case convergence was not achieved. 
INCONT Type of airfoil description 
0; airfoil is spline fitted 
1; airfoil is polynomial fitted 
IREA Leading edge reanalysis' option 
0; reanalysis is not performed 
1; reanalysis is performed 
IBDYLR Boundary layer analysis option 
0; boundary layer analysis is not performed 
1; boundary layer analysis is performed 
RLE. RTE Radii of leading- and trailing-edge circles. 
ft, see Fig. 18,3 
BX Axial chord, ft, see Fig. 18.3 
HTLRT H/L ratio, see Fig. 18.3 
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RLE 
SUCTION SURFACE RTE 
PRESSURE SURFACE 
Figure 18.3. Input cascade and airfoil geometric parameters 
for polynomial fitted airfoil. 
BISTAR, B2STAR 
BWEDl, BWED2 
X6, Y6 
X7,Y7 
PITCH 
GAGMG 
UNCTDR 
STGRP 
CHORDF 
NS, NP 
XLE, YLE 
XTE, YTE 
XLEC, YLEC 
XTEC, YTEC 
RIl, RI2 
ROl, R02 
XS, XP 
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Metal angles and 6^ (measured from downward 
pointing vertical), deg, see Fig. 18.3 
* * 
Wedge angles and A3^, deg, see Fig. 18.3 
Coordinates of auxiliary point 6, ft, see Fig. 18.3 
Coordinates of auxiliary point 7, ft, see Fig. 18.3 
Cascade spacing, ft, see Figs. 18.3 or 18.4 
Gaging angle, sin ^(X/PITCH), deg, see Fig. 18.3 
Uncovered turn, F, deg, see Fig. 18.3 
Vertical distance between centers of leading- and 
trailing-edge circles, ft, see Fig. 18.4 
Axial chord, ft, see Fig. 18.4 
Number of spline points given for suction and 
pressure surfaces, maximum of 50 points each; 
NS is equal to NP, see Fig. 18.4 
Coordinates of leading edge, ft. Intersection of 
camber line with leading-edge circle 
Coordinates of trailing edge, ft. Intersection of 
camber line with trailing edge circle 
Coordinates of center of leading edge circle, ft 
Coordinates of center of trailing edge circle, ft 
Leading edge radii, ft, see Fig. 18c4 
Trailing edge radii, ft, see Fig, 18.4 
Arrays of X coordinates of spline points on the 
suction and pressure surfaces, ft, see Fig. 18.4 
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ROI RIl 
iRI2 R02 
CASCADE^ 
PRESSURE 
SURFACE 
•CASCADE SUCTION SURFACE 
—XP 
STGRF(-) 
CHORDF 
Figure 18.4. Input cascade and airfoil geometric parameters for 
spline fitted airfoil. 
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YS, YP 
VXINM 
VYINM 
BETA2 
AINC 
GAM 
AR 
T01 
P01 
AMI 
ALO; 
ODAMP 
Arrays of Y coordinates of spline points on the 
cascade suction and pressure surfaces, ft, 
see Fig. 18.A 
Upstream axial velocity, ft/sec, see Fig. 18.5 
Upstream tangential velocity, ft/sec, see Fig. 18.5 
VXINM and VYINM are used to input the upstream 
flow angle, 6^, and to initiate the streamline 
curvature calculation. The upstream velocity need 
not match the mass flow rate 
Final downstream flow angle, deg, see Fig. 18.5 
If entered as zero, the streamline curvature calcula­
tion solves for this angle 
Incidence angle, deg, see Fig. 18.5 
Included for information only, not required for 
calculation 
Specific heat ratio 
Gas constant, (Ibf)(ft)/(Ibm)("R) 
Inlet stagnation temperature, "R 
2 
Inlet stagnation pressure, Ibf/ft 
Inlet Mach number 
Relative total pressu: loss (Pgj - PoP/Pfli 
Over-damping factor. Value by which changes in 
velocity gradient are multiplied after regular damp­
ing factor is applied. Values less than 1.0 are 
used if convergence of streamline curvature 
INITIAL LEADING 
EDGE WEDGE 
INITIAL TRAILING EDGE 
WEDGE q-0 ML 
q-0 MT 
o 
MID-STREAMLINE 
to 
-LEADING EDGE 
CALCULATION 
-STATION 
g h-
CL TRAILING 
EDGE 
to 
qiJASI-ORTHOGONALS 
STAGNATION STREAMLINES 
to 
g 
VYINM 
VXINM 
Figure 18.5. Input cascade flow field parameters. 
DVDAMP 
DELTAZ 
PERBX 
PERTHR 
NLE 
NLERIl 
TU 
ITU 
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calculations is not achieved with regular damping 
factor. Values of 0.75 and 0.5 should be tried first 
Damping factor for change in slope, dy/dx, between 
streamline curvature iterations. Values less than 
1.0 are used if convergence is not achieved with 
regular damping factor. Values of 0.75 and 0.5 
should be tried first. 
Array of ratios of upstream stream sheet thickness 
to that at q-os. See Fig. 18.5; 39 values are 
required which are defaulted to 1 if DELTAZ (1) = 0. 
Extent of reanalysis mesh in the axial (x) direction 
from the leading edge as a fraction of axial chord. 
A value of 0.2 has been found reasonable. 
Extent of reanalysis mesh normal to the airfoil 
surface as given as a fraction of cascade throat. 
A value of 0.6 has been found reasonable. When 
INC0NT=0, then PERTHR is entered as the actual 
mesh extent, ft 
Number of reanalysis mesh points on the leading edge 
circle, usually less than 21 
Number of reanalysis mesh points on the suction side 
of the leading edge circle; less than NL 
Upstream turbulence intensity, percent 
Control variable on free stream turbulence level 
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effects on development of turbulent boundary layer 
0; effects are not accounted for 
1; effects are accounted for 
ITR Natural transition model option 
1; Crimi and Reeves (1972) model 
2; Dunham (1972) model 
ITELG Natural transition length model option 
1; Dhawan and Narasimha (1958) model 
2; model based on fully turbulent Reynolds number 
being twice the transition Reynolds number 
RLAM, RTURB Laminar and turbulent recovery factors for 
temperature. The following values have been used 
RLAM RTURB 
air 0.86 0.88 
steam 0.97 0.99 
CP Specific heat at constant pressure, 
(Ibf) Cfc)/(Ibm) (°R). The following values have 
been used 
CP 
air 186 
steam 389 
IFLUID Control variable on type of fluid for viscosity 
calculation purposes 
0; air 
1; superheated steam 
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FLAMS Factor by which the optimum number of suction 
surface laminar boundary calculations is 
multiplied. For instance: 
FLAMS=2; the optimum number is doubled 
FLAMS=0.5; the optimum number is halved 
FTURBS Factor similar to FLAMS applied to suction surface 
FLAMP, FTURBP Factors similar to FLAMS and FTURBS for the 
pressure surface 
Figure 18.6 shows an input data set example for the spline fit 
option. The data set corresponds to Test Case No. 1 presented in 
Chapter 6 for = 48° (see Fig. 6.3). 
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8  
1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 0  
O i l  
NACA PRIMARY TURBINE SERIES;Bl=75,Al=48,C/T=l.8,THC=80 
0.2777801 -0.272501 0.4208871 
9.65926 2.58819 0.0 0.0 
1.4 53.35 540.0 2040.0 0.0878 0.0 
1.0 1.0 
140.0005 0.4198354 0.0051756 0.4183871 0.0051756 0.0025 
14-.0017353 -.2745391 0.0 . -J2725009 0o0051756 0.0025 
0.0010972 0.0084597 0.0176567 0.0355728 0.0691620 0.0997384 0.127628 0.1533418 
0.177239 0.220457 0.276925 0.310873 0.374823 0.420413 
0.0031864 0.0112122 0.0178529 0.0258224 0.0312277 0.0285554 0.0210354 0.0105591 
-.0021725 -.0325601 -.0864774 -.1258882 -.2086681 -.2710360 
0.0062074 0.0142804 0.0235369 0.0391226 0.0653740 0.0889561 0.1113473 0.1330338 
0.1541531 0.2156311 0.2748398 0.3130043 0.3677651 0.416361 
-.0050721 -.0051269 -.0063020 -.0085850 -.0136480 -.0193820 -.0262399 -.0345776 
-.0443306 -.0806200 -.1254835 -.1592352 -.2144910 -.2739668 
0 . 0  
0.25 0.055 9 
6 
2.75 0 1 1 0.86 0.88 186. 0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Figure 18.6. Example irput data set for spline fit option. Data set is for 
Test Case No. 1, = 48°. 
